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		Google Remarketing is a great way to keep your business at the front of customers’ minds as they navigate their way through the customer journey. Whether you’re looking to increase sales, improve your brand awareness or drive another type of conversion, remarketing is a powerful tool that will leverage your business’ touchpoints to drive click-through (CTR) and conversion rates even when customers aren’t browsing your site.

What is Google Remarketing?

Remarketing is a powerful tactic in the marketing arsenal. It enables you to show targeted ads to qualified leads – users who’ve visited your site but didn’t complete a conversion.

How many times have you been browsing Google, only to see an advert pop up for the product you just looked at? That’s remarketing in action.

By analysing the actions visitors have taken on your site, Google shows relevant ads to potential customers as they browse the internet or search for related terms. Because remarketing entices people who are already interested in your website, product or service, to complete a conversion, it offers a high ROI and can improve your CTR.

How do Retargeting Ads work?

Retargeting ads use snippets of code, called global site tags, to track users’ browser cookies.

Think of it this way: A new visitor lands on your website and checks out your product or service. This information is stored by their browser cookies. If the user then leaves your website without completing a conversion, but searches for similar products or services on Google, these cookies will tell Google to retarget them with your ads, reminding them of your business.

Related Article: Impressions or Clicks- Which Is a More Vital KPI for A Google Ads Campaign?

Related Article: How to gradually reduce cost per acquisition from a PPC campaign

Google’s remarketing mechanics are flexible. You can segment your visitors, determining who’s added to your retargeting list and for how long their information is stored. Used properly, this means that your ad spend won’t be wasted on retargeting users who are no longer interested in your product, but it can get pretty complicated.

Pure Digital Internet is an online marketing agency in Essex that can help you make sure your remarketing campaign nets you conversions at an efficient rate.

Why Remarketing is good for Your Business?

Remarketing drives brand awareness by increasing the number of touchpoints that your customers will encounter in their journey.

During the part of the customer journey called the ‘consideration’ stage, users may navigate away from your site to research alternative options. This is risky, as some potential customers may decide that your competitor better meets their wants and needs.

Using Google Remarketing to deliver relevant content at this stage of the customer journey gives customers more opportunity to learn about and trust you, positioning your business at the front of their mind and positively influencing buyer behaviour.

Google Remarketing at our online marketing agency in Essex

Google Remarketing is one of the most powerful digital marketing tools that a business can use. But with so much potential for customisation, it can be tricky to master. Pure Digital Internet is an online marketing agency in Essex that is ready to help get your remarketing campaigns off the ground today. Please contact us for further information.

	




	
		Digital marketing has successfully revolutionised the industry over the past few decades, opening up a myriad new channels that may be used to successfully convey a brand’s message and attract their target customers. And now, with the development of the latest marketing software powered with AI (artificial intelligence) technology, many agencies are seeing the emergence of exciting new strategic possibilities. For a digital marketing agency in Essex, or beyond, the use of AI can be seen to be truly transforming the digital marketing landscape as we know it.

Building on The Digital Revolution

When digital marketing was first introduced to the industry back in the 1990s and early 2000s, it heralded a watershed moment in the way campaigns were conducted. The rollout of internet access completely changed the way in which agencies used technology in order to successfully market products and services. The advent of online retail, social media and widespread smartphone ownership all helped to shape the new age, where search engine optimisation (SEO), email direct marketing, content and influencer marketing have all become cornerstones of any smart advertising campaign. Now, the inclusion of software with AI capabilities is promising to dramatically improve the efficacy of digital marketing, by delivering valuable data insights and boosting efficiency.

Related Article: 5 Digital marketing mistakes that are hurting your brand

The Power Of AI

With AI, the customer experience can be personalised like never before. It’s an established fact that consumers respond best to content which has been targeted to their preferences, and, by collating and utilising all of the data available, AI delivers highly specific and relevant content to each and every individual. This in turn helps to boost conversion rates as well as encourage long term brand loyalty.

It can also be used to add incredible functionality to apps and websites, such as augmented reality (AR) elements which allow the customer to “try before they buy”, seeing anything from sunglasses to sofas in the context of their own environment. As well as providing a fun, immersive customer experience, this can greatly aid in e-commerce sales conversions. Improved chatbots are already proving invaluable to online businesses, too.

And with AI, it is even possible to accurately predict a customer’s future behaviour. Using insights drawn from second and third party data, the software can create a truly holistic picture of a customer which makes light work of marketing to their demographic.

The Impact On A Digital Marketing Agency In Essex

As a leading digital marketing agency in Essex, this new era promises to elevate our ability to provide the highest quality campaigns. The capabilities afforded by AI mean that the new digital marketing landscape is still full of potential for fresh innovations. With voice searches on the rise, thanks to the growth in popularity of smart speakers, it’s likely that future innovations will see conversational keywords become a core part of marketing strategies. Meanwhile, it isn’t too farfetched to imagine that AI bots will soon be able to create high-quality marketing content by themselves. It certainly makes for an exciting time for the industry, and our collective ability to deliver measurable value in client campaigns.

 

	




	
		The history of SEO is relatively short but highly eventful. It has moved in just a few years from a rudimentary focus on basic, repeated keywords to a sophisticated suite of organic, intuitive and refined techniques aimed at delivering value, accuracy and customer satisfaction. Digital technology develops rapidly. Inevitably, SEO practice and the promotional campaigning methods it underpins do the same. As the way we search changes according to the options technology provides, so SEO adapts and evolves.

Voice search has become a very important part of any SEO campaign. As soon as AI tools such as Siri and Alexa appeared on our smartphones and virtual assistants, the expansion of voice search was guaranteed. However, rather than being simply an extension of standard search techniques, it developed its own unique requirements and practices. This meant that anyone conducting an SEM campaign now has to take account of this new medium, as the game changes once again.

 

How Voice Search Differs from Traditional Search?

We’ve all become used to paring down keyboard searches to single words or short phrases. For example, if you are on your laptop looking for a reputable online marketing agency in the south east you might key in ‘PPC management in Essex‘. However, how we use the keyboard is different from the more conversational way we address our virtual servants. Because they are programmed to talk to us, you’re more likely to say ‘Alexa, find me an agency that provides PPC management in Essex’.

Virtual assistants use automatic speech recognition to understand your question and text to speech technology to reply. The information from which they draw their answers comes from the same place as a Google search of course: websites. That means the selection and placement of keywords on your website must take account of this new demand.

 

Tailoring Content for Voice Search

It is essential to think of keywords in terms of fully formed questions so you should cover every permutation of who, what, where, when, how and why. Bear in mind, too, that voice search deals in complete sentences which you should endeavour to provide wherever possible. The same goes for the phrases known as long-tail keywords, which have always been important but are now crucial.

Even leaving aside keyword research, it is vital to ensure that your website offers a high level of readability. Traditional search engines have been responding to this for quite some time, but it is particularly appropriate for voice searches, where results, more than ever, depend on logical, authoritative ideas and information delivered in coherent sentences. Simple tactics like using a headline that poses a question, followed by a direct answer then a page of detailed content that expands on that answer can be extremely effective.

 

Ask the Experts on PPC Management in Essex

Search engine marketing is a skill that most businesses simply don’t have the luxury of time to develop for themselves. Add to that the fact that SEO is constantly evolving and you’ll appreciate the wisdom of engaging the services of professionals whose specialism is getting the best search rankings for their clients. Voice search is the future that the sharpest businesses are embracing today.

 

	




	
		It is well known that the major online platforms including Facebook and Google make their money from the sale of advertising. While television advertising concentrates on the kind of extended visual experience that seeks to entertain and develop a brand identity, Facebook, Google and others have become far more focused on personalisation and spend a great deal of time and resources on the development of ever more precisely targeted forms of advert. After all, it is in their interests to offer the most effective means of communication between advertiser and consumer.

Search engine marketing (SEM) is an essential part of any business’ strategy and it does not stand still. The increasing sophistication of Google and Facebook’s advertising offer is constantly offering new solutions. Automated search ads are the latest tools designed to maximise the efficiency of an advertising spend and there are thousands of SEM agencies all over the world which offer the expertise needed to take full advantage. However for a UK based company it makes sense to use the services of a PPC marketing agency in Colchester or somewhere equally close to home.

 

What Are Automated Search Ads?

Pay-per-click is a highly cost-effective means of online advertising and automated search ads are one of its most recent incarnations. They are powered by artificial intelligence and the vast amounts of data generated by online interactions. In common with other recent developments such as Google My Business, they are relatively simple to set up and don’t require much in the way of technical ability. Broadly speaking, the ad creation process has been reduced to answering a few questions about your business, goods and services, then supplying simple copy and images.

Automation enables you to optimise the effect of advertising techniques such as Enhanced Cost Per Click (ECPC), in which Google applies its smart bidding technology to increase or decrease your CPC bids automatically according to how it measures your chances of conversion. Without having to devote any of your own time, you will see an improvement in your targeting.

Other automated features include Google Ad Scripts which offers access to a huge script library which enables you to audit your Google ads account, generate reports, adjust bids and budgets, compile lists of negative keywords and import valuable data that makes use of insights regarding cost per click, conversions and click-through rates.

Automated search ads can also be populated with automatically generated headlines and landing pages for your website. Page titles and key phrases from your site are flagged up by Google in response to visitors’ searches in order to direct them to those sections of your website where they can find the most suitable answers to their queries.

 

Working with a PPC Marketing Agency in Colchester

Automated search ads represent a considerable leap forward in online advertising. While they require very little in the way of technical or coding knowledge, their benefits can be most effectively harnessed by professionals. Location is much less important than expertise, so our PPC marketing agency in Colchester can be the perfect partner even if your business is based at the other end of the country. Automated search ads will give you access to global markets, wherever you are.

	




	
		Every business needs a digital marketing strategy, but the investment in time and money doesn’t always have the intended ROI. If you’re going to progress a programme of digital marketing in Essex, make sure you get it right and avoid making these five basic mistakes.

1. Not creating a strategy with goals



If you don’t have a strategy, you immediately move into tactics – and these will never achieve your overall goals. As well as setting a clear strategy with objectives, ensure you also create some clear targets and measures so that you can assess the results of your work. Ensure your stakeholders have agreed on these before you begin your programme of work.

2. Not becoming familiar with analytics

Without ongoing and thorough use of analytics, it will be impossible to keep adjusting your campaign and get the most from it. Reviewing analytics at the end of your campaign isn’t enough; you must be prepared and ready to analyse them each day and to interpret them to adjust your campaigns. All back end commercial systems provide a wealth of analytics in real time and the challenge comes in reading and understanding them.

3. Not testing

Similarly, all digital activity must be subject to rigorous user and system testing before it goes live. It is easy to make mistakes in your campaign set-up that aren’t easily apparent. Spend time testing your efforts before you set your activity live and you’ll see far better results.

4. Chasing trends

There are trends in digital marketing as there are in any field. But chasing trends will take you away from your goals and mean that you fail to achieve meaningful results. It’s important to know trends and to be up to date for the best results from your digital marketing partner in Essex and elsewhere, but remember that trends are a way to deliver innovative tactics, and treat them accordingly.

5. Expecting instant results

Digital marketing activity might be quick to set up, but it takes time to get right and to see results. Add a realistic quarterly timeline and expect your results to come slowly over time in the same way that you do with other types of offline marketing activity. This is particularly important with activities such as SEO, which take time and effort to build. Don’t change your strategy frequently, give it some time to show results.

 

Getting the best from Digital Marketing in Essex

 

In short, although digital marketing is vital for businesses, it is never a quick fix and it’s often misunderstood. By treating it in the same way that you would all offline activity – with the same degree of planning and resourcing – you can see great results over time. Start small and with the basics, measure the results of what you do and keep refining your campaigns over time. It is also extremely valuable to work with a digital marketing agency to ensure that your investment is optimised and to access the right level of skilled help and support.

To secure the skills and support that you need to get the most from your digital marketing, why not contact us today for an informal chat about your needs and to learn how we can help.

 

 

	




	
		Omni channel marketing utilises a variety of different channels to enhance customer interactions and deliver a consistent brand experience. Social media can play a key role in an omni channel marketing experience and heighten the connections your business has with your audience.

The Rise of Social Media

Take a moment to think about your social media accounts. We deliberately used the plural there because we’re willing to bet that you have more than one. As technology continues to advance, we are collectively becoming much more open to integrating it into our daily routines.

We now use social media in so many different ways, including as a way to keep up with both friends and the never-ending news cycle. And, increasingly, consumers are turning to social media to connect with their favourite brands.

Social Media and Marketing

Social media provides us with direct access to the brands we want to engage with. It brings an almost personal element to the table, which can help businesses to present an approachable persona that their ideal audience find engaging and informative.

We all know that consumers now expect more from brands. Perhaps most significantly, they expect fast responses to queries sent via social media platforms, particularly when they have experienced an issue and want a satisfactory resolution as soon as possible.

Social Media and the Omni channel Experience

To stand out in a competitive online market, businesses need to deliver a high-quality customer experience across all touchpoints. Here’s how social media can help you to do this effectively.

– Delivering Superior Customer Service

If your audience uses social media, you also need to be using social media. And you need to be using it well. This means encouraging your customers to share their experiences with your brand across various platforms, which potential new customers will look at when deciding whether you are a trustworthy brand that will deliver on your promises.

– Building Trust

If you don’t have a social media presence, a good percentage of consumers will barely notice your existence. Why? Because consumers actively look for customer reviews and experiences during their decision-making process. Additionally, maintaining an active social presence will allow you to be attentive to your audience by offering personalised advice and recommendations.

– Boosting Brand Awareness

In competitive spaces, being as visible as possible is critical. From paid social campaigns to influencer marketing and live Q&As, there are so many ways to use social platforms to boost awareness of your brand.

If that all sounds incredibly complicated, don’t panic because there is a social media agency in Essex that can help.

What to Look for in a Social Media Agency in Essex

A professional social media agency in Essex can demonstrate plenty of experience in helping brands like yours to succeed online. They have a team that has a wide range of skills and a strategic mind set, alongside the innate ability to understand your unique audience and what they expect.

Ultimately, when your audience see that you are fully committed to using social media to enhance interactions and offer a first-class customer experience, your following will grow and so too will your engagement metrics, leads and conversions.

 

 

	




	
		When you want to ensure that your PPC marketing campaign is delivering the results you need, turning to the analytical metrics available is a great way to assess whether you’re moving in the right direction. Yet with a substantial number of these metrics to draw on, it can be tricky to gauge which is the most effective KPI.

A Host of Metrics

Indeed, the metrics that you want to focus on will likely change with each and every Google Ads marketing campaign that you run. Google Ads puts seven analytical metrics at your disposal, and each has its own merits. The Conversion Rate, for example, will bring clear insights into how the campaign’s ROI is faring, whilst seeing how high your Quality Score is can help you discover if you could qualify for a discount on your ad costs (Google Ads will award an impressive 50% discount on keywords if you achieve its top-level 10 rankings, whereas those with the lowest score of 1 will see their costs soar by 400%). An experienced PPC marketing agency in Colchester will understand how each and every one of these metrics can be looked at for the best results.

The Benefits of Impressions

The Impressions metric, meanwhile, is a valuable insight into the number of people who are setting eyes on your advert. This can be when a user visits a website or opens an app where the advert is on display, and must not be mistaken for active engagement. The Impressions figure is significant both because it informs advertising charges but also indicates how far a marketing campaign is penetrating a chosen channel.

The Advantages of Clicks

Clicks, meanwhile (used to calculate the Click-Through Rate or CTR metric), are counted whenever a person who sees your advert goes on to click on it, thereby kick-starting active engagement with your brand. The CTR is simply the number of clicks divided by the total number of Impressions and expressed as a percentage. Simply put, the better the CTR, the better your PPC marketing campaign is performing.

However, your campaign’s CTR can provide much more vital information when it is explored more deeply. For example, one campaign’s CTR may be compared against another campaign’s figure, thereby establishing like- for-like performance or providing insights into the benefits of adding extra creative features. In this way, the CTR can also be used to monitor the efficacy of different channels, too. It can even help ascertain user value.

Get The Right Results with A PPC Marketing Agency in Colchester

The safest way to ensure that the right analytical metrics are being assessed for your PPC marketing campaign is to work with true specialists. Being a PPC marketing agency in Colchester, we can maximise your marketing campaign and ensure that your brand is made known to the right people. By carefully and expertly managing your campaign, we ensure that it delivers the results you need, boosting revenues no matter what sector or industry you operate in. It’s the smart choice for any business looking to optimise their marketing ROI as well as their profile.

	




	
		If the thought of calculating the Return On Investment (ROI) that your social media strategy is generating for your business feels overwhelming, don’t panic. We believe that it genuinely doesn’t need to feel like an impossible task, so we’re here to, hopefully, demystify the concept somewhat.

The ROI your business is driving from social media is best gauged in monetary amounts. As there are no pound signs attached to likes, comments or shares, we need a reliable formula that we can use as part of our calculations.

The ROI Formula

This might feel as though you’ve been transported right back into your old maths classroom as a school but bear with us here. Essentially ROI equals (your return minus your investment) divided by your investment.

If that still sounds confusing, you’re far from alone. Plus, as there are several other factors to consider as well, here’s a bit more information for you.

The Process of Calculating Your ROI

Unfortunately, it’s not enough to simply plug a formula into a spreadsheet. You also need to:

 – Understand Your Objectives

Firstly, you need to know what you want to achieve with your social media strategy. You might want to increase your following, drive sales, encourage newsletter signups or increase the amount of time your site visitors are spending engaging with content on a particular page.

This information will inform how your ROI can be measured, so it’s important to understand your objectives in detail and as an experienced social media agency in Essex, we can help you out here if you need it.

 – Monitor your Progress

Next, it’s time to select a way to accurately track the progress you’re making towards achieving your goal. You may, for example, want to track on-site actions like newsletter signups and resource downloads using Google Analytics.

 – Allocate a £ Value to your Goal

This is where we start to dive into the nitty-gritty. There are several ways in which you can opt to give monetary worth to your goals. You could, for example, choose to focus on:

	The average amount you earn from a customer
	The value of the average sale you secure
	The investment you would need to make into your PPC ad strategy to achieve the same outcomes those generated by your social strategy


 – Determine your Investment

Time is money, so it’s vital to accurately calculate the amount of time you have put into your social strategy. Here you will need to multiply the hourly cost of your labour with the number of hours invested. Additionally, you must also consider the costs associated with any of the social media tools you use and any monetary investment made into the promotion of your social content.

Obtaining Support from a Social Media Agency in Essex

If this still sounds confusing, don’t panic because it is complicated. If you would like some additional support, as a professional social media agency in Essex, we have the knowledge, skills and tools to help you to determine whether your current social strategy is working for your business.

So, don’t be afraid to reach out and ask for help when you need it!

 

	




	
		Any social media agency in Essex or any other part of the UK knows that the social media landscape is changing all of the time. Therefore, it is critical to make sure that your business keeps up-to-date with everything that is going on. In this post, we are going to focus on the social media platform that seems to be the first port of call for businesses today – Facebook.

Facebook provides an excellent platform for those who are looking to reach a wide range of customers. Below, we are going to take a look at some of the most powerful statistics regarding Facebook, which you can use to power your social media campaigns.

The largest demographic on Facebook at the moment is the age group between 25 and 34-years-old – There is only one place to begin, and this is by establishing what sort of people are most likely to use Facebook. This is important because it can help you to determine the sort of people that you will be targeting while using this social media website. Expanding a bit wider, 72.8 per cent of all users fall in the 18 to 44-year-old bracket.

India has the greatest number of Facebook users worldwide – While we are talking about demographics, it is important to consider where the majority of Facebook users are based. There are currently around 340,000 million Facebook users in India. The United States takes the second spot, and the third goes to Indonesia. Of course, these are all big countries, but it does help to know where your audience is situated.

86% of Internet users with an income of $100k and above per annum use Facebook – You probably have a persona of the sort of people you are targeting with your product or service. If you are looking for those who have a high yearly income, Facebook proves to be a good choice.

Tuesday, Wednesday, and Friday are the highest engagement days – As this is the case, it certainly makes sense to ensure that you are posting on these days to boost engagement.

Most Facebook users use their mobile to access the social media platform – In fact, 98.3 per cent of Facebook users have used their mobile to access Facebook. This highlights why it is pivotal that you think about mobile device viewing when you are planning your content and ads. Make sure that everything you do will look great on a mobile device as well.

So there you have it: some of the most powerful Facebook statistics that can help you to power your campaigns. If you are interested in taking your social media campaigns to the next level, it is worth working with a reputed social media agency in Essex like Pure Digital that can help you to make the most of Facebook and the other social networking websites that are popular at the moment. They will make sure to craft a campaign that will give you the greatest chance of success.

	




	
		If you are looking to achieve success when it comes to online marketing, one thing you need to make sure – staying up to date with everything that is happening in the industry. After all, the marketplace is changing all the time. Google constantly brings out new updates, which can mean that you need to tweak and amend your campaign efforts often. Pure Digital is a reputed PPC Management company in Essex that has expertise as well as experience to strengthen your PPC campaign and significantly improve their performance.

Considering that, we have put this blog post together to explore the latest Google I/O updates so that you can determine how they may impact you and any sort of changes or amendments that you may need to make as a consequence.

Say hello to MUM

 MUM is the name for the new AI Google has implemented when there is not a simple answer. Google MUM stands for Multitask Unified Model.This platform is 1,000 times more powerful when compared with prior renditions. It can handle more complicated tasks. Not only that but it is trained in more than 75 languages, as well as having developed its own languages too. What makes this technology so powerful is that typically the things we see and do in our daily lives are challenging to describe in voice-based searches and especially in text.However, MUM has effectively mashed these items together so that visual representation and language transition are overcome and you can get better understanding. It is an incredible technological advancement and one that is bound to have a big impact.

 Structured Data

Next, we have structured data, which is important because it can help Google to understand your site more effectively. The most popular form for structured data creation has been JSON-LD over the past year or so. We now have structured data for everything from offline events to online events. You can also apply it to landing pages and videos as well. Therefore, if video is part of your marketing strategy, then you definitely need to start learning more about structured data and how this can be applied to your online efforts successfully.

 Crawling updates in the form of HTTP/2

HTTP2 is the next chief version of the primary protocol that we use for data transfer across the web. This gives Googlebot the ability to open a singular connection and request numerous files in parallel. In basic terms, this basically means that it is going to be a much more effective way of web crawling and getting through your website. It is all about saving server infrastructures and bandwidth with this one!

So there you have it: everything you need to know about the most important and latest changes when it comes to Google I/O updates. We hope that this information will prepare you for these changes. If you need assistance when it comes to your marketing efforts in this regard, Pure Digital is an experienced company offering PPC management services in Essex. We stay up-to-date with the latest Google updates and algorithm to improve your brand visibility by putting your business in front of the right people.

	




	
		Search engines have become such a central part of all our lives that it’s difficult to remember what we did before they existed. In the early days of the internet, search tools were primitive in the extreme: who remembers Archie or Gopher? Even Tim Berners-Lee’s WWW Virtual Library and Yahoo which it spawned weren’t really search engines: they were catalogues of relevant links assembled by humans. In the 1990s after the short-lived success of WebCrawler, the number of new search engines proliferated but it was Google that became dominant because Google got it right.

The days of simply stuffing websites with keywords were over. Google’s PageRank assessed the relevancy of webpages to any given search not just by the presence of the search terms but by the number of pages that linked to it. That became the truest measure of a site’s significance and Google has been honing this approach ever since.

Searching for SEO services in Colchester

Google has always sought to prioritise the user’s experience, through its algorithmic development, new features and SERP (search engine results pages) format changes. It’s the only search ethos that makes sense. But it does mean that achieving the highest rankings has become an advanced skill. For example, if you’re trying to attract customers who are looking for SEO services in Colchester, featuring the keywords on their own will get you nowhere.

Over the years, Google’s updates have focused on various issues: verifiable authority and expertise; the responsiveness of websites on mobile platforms including ease of navigation; the ability of machine learning to predict users’ behaviour; and even the preferential ranking of mobile sites.

Google never stands still, which is a headache for anyone trying to keep up, but means the search experience continues to improve in every way. The 2021 algorithm update includes Page Experience. This brings together all of Google’s innovations so far, including acknowledgement of safe browsing and mobile-friendliness as well as a distinctly unforgiving stance on intrusive pop-ups. It also analyses site loading speeds, interactivity and visual stability. These benchmarks are collectively known as Web Vitals.

The effect of Page Experience is to make every aspect of user interaction significant. While a number of these factors are already known to be important, like loading speed, taken together they represent the biggest shake-up yet of Google’s search experience.

Page Experience and SEO Services in Colchester

But that doesn’t mean the only way to meet this challenge is to fix these essentially technical issues. You’ll need to do that too, but you must never lose sight of the old enduring cliché that content is king. As Google themselves have said: “Great page experience doesn’t override having great page content.”[1] Well-written, clearly argued, authoritative content is essential for making sure you hit those rankings. It’s true that if a dozen competing websites carry similarly effective text then it’s the ones which have truly embraced Google Page Experience that will come out on top.

At Pure Digital Internet, we stay ahead of the curve. That’s why we are the first choice for SEO services in Colchester. It’s our business to ride every wave of Google’s tide and take our clients with us.

	




	
		Pay-per-click (PPC) advertising campaigns can amplify your online presence in a variety of ways, including increasing brand awareness, boosting leads, and driving sales. As online marketplaces are so competitive, it is important to create a strategy that will help you to out-perform your competitors and secure the best possible return on your investment (ROI).

If you aren’t sure whether you want to handle your approach to PPC in-house or whether you want to partner with an experienced PPC agency in Essex, let’s explore some of the potential pros and cons associated with each option.

The Cost of Professional PPC Services

If you’re working with a tight budget, you may find that going it alone is the right option for you. Keep in mind that it’s important to ensure that you fully understand the complexities of PPC and have the time to dedicate to the process if you want to put yourself in a position to leverage the most value from your investment.

The Control Factor

Handling your PPC in-house may allow you to remain fully in the driving seat and in charge of all decisions, but this isn’t necessarily a benefit. When working with a PPC agency in Essex that understands your brand and your needs, you will find that process is collaborative and that all important decisions are made together.

It is true, however, that the effective outsourcing of your PPC will require you to place some trust in your chosen agency, which is why it is so important to find the right team.

What is Your Time Worth?

As a business owner, you are undoubtedly spinning many plates at the same time. So, you may find that you either don’t have the time to handle your own PPC campaigns or that your time is simply better invested in other areas of your business. Hiring a PPC agency can deliver myriad benefits, including giving you the time to focus on propelling your business further towards your objectives in other ways.

Is the Expertise of a PPC Agency in Essex Priceless?

Although you may have a crystal-clear vision for your business and your advertising strategy, the expertise of a professional PPC agency in Essex can elevate your approach and provide you with guidance that will help you to drive even more impressive outcomes. Remember, the most successful agencies can demonstrate an impressive track record in creating successful campaigns. If you’re new to PPC or aren’t certain how to secure the best possible ROI, investing in professional services could be the best business decision you make all year.

Perfecting your PPC Campaign Management

Utilising the services offered by professional PPC teams will also provide you with access to a variety of management tools that will help you to streamline your campaigns and drive better outcomes. The professional tools to which agencies have access remove the guesswork out of optimising campaigns and ensure that all key decisions are informed by legitimate data.

If you decide to partner with an agency, ensure your team understands your objectives and can take control of your strategy in a way that will maximise the value of your investment.

	




	
		In the last few years, Google has opted to integrate a variety of machine learning technology into its advertising platform. In fact, so much work has been done here that it is now essentially possible to create a Google Ads campaign and let the technology optimise every facet of it for you.

What is Smart Bidding?

Smart Bidding is an automated process within the Google Ads platform that utilises machine learning in order to maximise conversions for each investment. An experienced PPC marketing agency in Colchester has explored some of its pros and cons.

Pro: Leverage Comprehensive Contextual Data



There are five Smart Bidding strategies in total, each of which prioritises a particular conversion objective: maximising conversions, maintaining target cost per action (CPA) figures, achieving target return on ad spend (ROAS), optimising cost per click (CPC), and ensuring your ad is displayed at the top of a page as frequently as possible.

Smart Bidding will essentially take on all the optimisation work here to provide you with the most beneficial outcomes, which brings us on to our second advantage.

Pro: Save Time

In addition to streamlining the campaign process for you, this functionality will allow you to essentially take your eye off the ball and just let the technology do its thing.

Pro: Levels the PPC Playing Field



PPC advertising can often feel inaccessible to small businesses who might not have intricate understanding of the processes. The ability to allow automated technology to take over therefore makes Google Ads more appealing to a wider audience of advertisers.

But, unfortunately, there are some disadvantages to Smart Bidding that also need to be considered.

Con: Lack of Control

Not only will you have no control over the datasets and metrics that are being used to optimise your campaign, but you won’t have quite as much control over your budget. It is also worth noting that although Google has access to an enormous volume of data, their learnings might not necessarily reflect your audience which could limit the scope of the outcomes your campaign will generate.

Con: Results May Take Longer to Materialise

It will take Google’s machine learning technology some time to understand your campaign, which may mean that you’ll need to wait a bit longer to start seeing beneficial results. You may also find that the technology can’t be used to help you achieve the specific objective you are working towards.

What Can a PPC Marketing Agency in Colchester do for my Business?



Machine learning technology is undeniably changing the online landscape in myriad ways, but although it is potential huge, it can’t beat the comprehensive knowledge and vast array of skills possessed by a professional PPC marketing agency in Colchester. If you want to level up your PPC strategy, investing in agency support can transform your entire digital presence for the better.

	




	
		Social media marketing has become such an integral component of a robust digital presence that it has naturally collected its fair share of myths over the last decade. Many of these myths have been disproven time and time again but as the social media landscape is naturally so fast paced, it can feel like an impossible task to keep on top of every new development.

Although social media shifts every single day, marketing professionals make it their mission to understand what is real and what is myth. After all, they simply wouldn’t be able to develop and implement an effective strategy without this knowledge.

Myth 1: It’s Important to Maintain a Presence on Every Social Platform



Just because it’s possible to reel off a seemingly never-ending list of social media platforms, doesn’t mean you need to join every single one of them. In fact, spreading yourself too thinly across myriad social sites will reduce the number of beneficial outcomes you are ultimately able to drive from your investment.

It can be beneficial to dip your toes in the water and try out a particular platform, but if it isn’t giving you the kind of results you want to see, there’s no point taking time away from the platforms that closely align with your brand, your audience, and your overall strategy.

Myth 2: Social Media is All About Conversation



Social media platforms are social spaces and conversation is important. But in addition to encouraging discussions, social media can also be an excellent tool for both organic traffic and lead generation.

Although sharing valuable content won’t always lead to an in-depth conversation, it could direct potential customers directly to your website and result in both conversion opportunities and direct sales. Don’t forget, almost 50% of Millennials and almost 55% of Gen Z [1] state that social media is their preferred place to view advertising content.

Myth 3: Aiming for Relatability on Social Media isn’t Advisable



Whenever you share something on social media, it needs to be clear that you have carefully considered your target audience. But it’s also important to remember there are real people behind your brand and audiences actively want to support businesses that have the relatability factor.

Our professional social media agency in Essex can help you to create the right tone of voice for your brand’s social media presence, which will help you to connect with your ideal audience. Even ultra-professional businesses can demonstrate some personality across socials, provided that it is pitched correctly and tailored to the right audience.

Looking for a Social Media Agency in Essex?



If you’re considering a social media agency in Essex, it is imperative to partner with a team that can demonstrate an inherent understanding of your brand and devise actionable, personalised strategies that will help you to connect with your ideal audience. The Pure Digital team are here and waiting to help.

	




	
		The best content in the world is useless if it doesn’t reach the desired audience or struggles to get noticed at all. SEO is an excellent way to increase traffic to your website, but over-optimisation can be just as bad as no optimisation whatsoever.

What is over optimisation?

Real estate on search results pages is a finite resource. A well optimised site will contain an ideal number of keywords and relevant links, leading it to rank highly in search engine results. An over optimised site, on the other hand, will contain too many keywords placed nearby, too many (often not particularly relevant) links and crack at the seams with SEO elements. Google penalises over-optimisation and sites will see a big drop in traffic as a result.

This balance can be hard to strike, which is why many web designers turn to professional SEO services in Colchester to avoid under or over optimising their content. Over-optimisation hasn’t always been a bad thing. In the early days of search engines, cramming vast numbers of keywords and links into a text yielded favourable results. Those days have long since passed, however. Google’s algorithms are far more advanced nowadays, so SEO cramming stands out as spammy and will see your content heavily punished.

Avoid keyword cramming with SEO services in Colchester

Keyword cramming is one of the main causes of over optimisation. In simple terms, this means cramming as many keywords as possible into a piece of content, sometimes to the point where it ceases to make grammatical or logical sense. Readability is affected and the google algorithm picks up on your intentions. It sees that the content has been written primarily as a marketing exercise and deprioritises it in search results.

Keywords are essential but they should be used to “categorise” content rather than actively constitute the bulk of it. The same goes for irrelevant keywords. These will harm your search engine standings too. Rather than burying the purpose of your content in keywords, try to write something that actively answers a reader’s question, with relevant keywords weaved in subtly.

Don’t reuse or respin content

If a piece of content has been successful elsewhere, it can be tempting to respin it for your own website. This doesn’t necessarily mean outright plagiarism, and there’s nothing wrong (in theory) with putting a different slant on a pre-existing idea. This often involves using the same keywords, meta descriptions, links and anchors, albeit in a different order and surrounded by reworded text. It seems like a good idea, but Google’s algorithms see this and may penalise your content.

Even worse, don’t use content spinning software. This is a type of SEO software that takes existing content and reworks it so that it appears original while remaining optimised for SEO. While this can seem like a good idea and will certainly save you some time, but you are forgetting that Google’s algorithms are intelligent. They know when SEO content is original and when it’s been respun, no matter how ingeniously you think you’ve done it. Optimisation works best on original content. The right SEO services in Colchester will help you create original, SEO enriched content of the type favoured by Google’s algorithms without needing to rework existing pieces.

Don’t always link to homepages

This might seem counterintuitive, but pointing all your links to top level pages has a negative effect on SEO. Deep links are infinitely preferable. For example, if you want to link to something on the BBC website, link directly to the article itself rather than simply to the BBC homepage. This is widely applicable and it’s the best practice to link as deep as possible.

There are a lot of reasons for this. Deeper links seem more meaningful and are suggestive of a laser-sharp focus on a topic. Vague homepage links are much broader and suggest that the writer isn’t delivering exceptional value with their content. Moreover, many over-optimised websites contain huge numbers of top level URL links, which has widely flagged the practice as spammy.

 

	




	
		The COVID-19 pandemic has changed the face of digital marketing forever. And no, that definitely isn’t an unfounded overstatement. Let’s not forget, the pandemic has significantly accelerated the shift towards digital, which is empowering businesses across myriad industries to strive for goals that simply would have been out of reach before.

Why is Video Advertising so Powerful?

If you thought the digital world was fast-paced before, it’s time to buckle up because you need to ensure that you are constantly finding new and innovative ways to stand out from those vying for the attention of the same audience.

The good news is that search engines really like video content. After all, nothing can boost time spent on site metrics like a really engaging video. So, by utilising professional PPC management in Essex to promote your video content on YouTube, across social media, and embed it on your own website, you will maximise the chances of being seen by your target audience. Also, video promotes social shares like nothing else, so it’s an excellent tactic to increase the number of eyes that are firmly on your brand.

Leveraging Technology to Boost the Performance of Video Advertising

Many companies are looking to incorporate frequent working from home opportunities within their business models, so the fact that more people have been spending more time at home isn’t something that is going to disappear post-pandemic. This means that it is imperative to utilise these new opportunities, including creating digital advertising campaigns that are targeted towards home-based workers.

The return on investment (ROI) many businesses have been seeing from pay-per-click (PPC) ads has increased significantly over the last 12 months. To ensure that your audience knows that your business exists and is still delivering a first-class service, running PPC campaigns is an excellent way to engage and effectively nurture key relationships with the right people. Some businesses, for example, have seen their ROI increase by as much as 70% [1].

Additionally, video content is ideally suited to a range of social platforms, particularly Facebook and Instagram. Facebook offers extremely granular targeting tools [2], which means that you can focus on connecting with prospects within very specific subsets of your ideal audience.

Advantages of Working with a Team Delivering Professional PPC Management in Essex

When it comes to finding the best teams offering effective PPC management in Essex, you need to know that they understand both your brand and your business objectives. This will ensure that your video content is being positioned in front of the right people, in the right places, at exactly the right times to maximise engagement, leads and conversions.

Don’t forget, video content provides you with an ideal opportunity to quickly capture the attention of your ideal audience and show them why your brand has something of value to offer.

	




	
		Google has just announced that it has delivered a new search algorithm update. Launched on the 8th of April, this update has been named ‘Product Reviews’.

Google’s update has been designed to better reward product reviews that share in-depth research rather than simply delivering thin content that summarises a product.

“Reviews that are written to deliver insightful analysis and original research will be rewarded, especially content written by experts or enthusiasts who know a topic well.” Google said.

The Product Reviews update aims to promote review-based content that goes above and beyond much of the templated information you see on the web. Google said it will promote these types of product reviews in its search result rankings, thus delivering an increased visibility for quality reviews.

Google will not directly punish lower quality product reviews, the content of which is considered “thin content that simply summarises products.” The trouble here is that websites that deliver better reviews will be promoted above those that do not. Consequently, this will feel like a penalty even though that is not the case.

Technically this is not a penalty against your content, as Google have recently stressed. Instead they are simply rewarding sites with better review content. As a result, this update should only impact product review content and no other types of content.

One thing to understand, is that “this is definitely not a core update” Google have explained. This is simply a standalone item aimed at increasing page relevance and usability. Google did add that its advice from last year on producing quality content is also relevant here.

Google did provide additional guidance specific to this update and is now placing its focus overall on providing users with content that delivers insightful analysis and original research, as well as content that has been written by experts or enthusiasts who know the topic well. Google recommends your product reviews cover the following areas and provides answers to the questions listed below;

	Does your content express expert knowledge about products where appropriate?
	Does your content show what the product is like physically, or how it is used, with unique content beyond what is provided by the manufacturer?
	Does your content provide quantitative measurements about how a product measures up in various categories of performance?
	Does your content explain what sets the product apart from its competitors?
	Does your content cover comparable products to consider, or explain which products might be best for certain uses or circumstances?
	Does your content discuss the benefits and drawbacks of a particular product, based on research into it?
	Does your content describe how a product has evolved from previous models or releases to provide improvements, address issues, or otherwise help users in making a purchase decision?
	Does your content identify key decision-making factors for the product’s category and how the product performs in those areas? For example, a car review might determine that fuel economy, safety, and handling are key decision-making factors and rate performance in those areas.
	Does your content describe key choices in how a product has been designed and their effect on its users beyond what the manufacturer says?


In this announcement, Google also provided a link to a blog post from earlier this year within its developers section; https://developers.google.com/search/blog/2021/02/product-information .

It is important to understand that this update is live now for English-language reviews globally. We therefore advise that if your website offers product review content, you should check your rankings to see if you have been impacted. Did your Google organic traffic improve, decline or stay the same?

Moving forward, it is important to deliver a lot more detail and effort into your product review content so that it is unique and stands out from competition on the web. This will improve your overall visibility!

	




	
		Google are always busy with new updates and roll outs however, their latest update, rolled out on December 3rd although the impact was mostly felt on December 4th.

On Dec. 3rd, Google began rolling out their December 2020 core update. Early data shows the rollout was really seen the following day, but as Google has said, it can take a couple of weeks to fully roll out any core alteration to their algorithm.

Based on reports from the industry experts this update is a truly big broad update, possibly even bigger than the May 2020 core update that was recognised as one of the biggest ever felt.

Most data companies that track Google’s search results have reported that this was indeed a big update that was significantly felt across almost all verticals.

Google themselves reported that this core update actually commenced roll-out on Thursday December 3rd. As with all core updates, this was a global update and was therefore not specific to any particular region, language or website category. It is a classic broad core update that Google releases every few months however, with this version, the gap from the last update in May was the longest seen for some time. Usually, they deliver an update approximately every three months but this one was a seven month break.

The previous core update was produced and rolled out in May 2020 and this one took some two or so weeks to fully roll out. Before that was the January 2020 core update. There was detailed analysis delivered for that update and although again it targeted all business niches, languages and regions. It was reported that there was massive movement at the top of SERP’s for the Health and Finance niches. Before this was the September 2019 core update but this one felt weaker to many webmasters.

There was also an update delivered in November 2019 but, that one was really specific to local rankings.

All web specialists that track these updates have reported that the fluctuations usually seen have been substantial with the biggest changes being delivered on December 4th.

Many online retailers, especially those that make much of their revenue right before the festive holidays, have said that this update could be considered as devastating to their ongoing businesses. Google themselves said it was delivered after thanksgiving and after both black Friday and cyber Monday but before the Christmas break truly takes hold.

	




	
		Pay-per-click (PPC) advertising is increasing in popularity as more businesses begin to recognise the value of this powerful marketing channel. This level of increased demand is leading to higher cost per click prices so it is important to understand how to ensure your Google Ads campaigns are delivering the best possible return on your investment (ROI).

Every professional PPC agency in Essex recognises how important it is to ensure PPC campaigns are properly managed at every stage. The good news is that if your PPC campaign isn’t currently sustainable or profitable, there are several steps you can take to minimise your Cost per Acquisition (CPA) and increase your returns.

Frequently Review your Bids

Bids are the price you want to pay to display your ads on a specific keyword you are targeting. When reviewing your bids, it’s important to consider your ideal return on ad spend and cost per conversion. It is possible to make adjustments to your bid in several different ways, and if you haven’t used these tools before, it is a good idea to first look at making adjustments based on:

– Day of the week

– Time of day

– Geographical location

– Device

Target more Precise Keywords

Expanding your list of target keywords is an excellent strategy for generating more leads but refining your list can contribute to a lower CPA. In addition to conducting long tail keyword research, it will also be beneficial to lower your bids on shorter terms and analyse your data to look for insights that will help you to refine your list of keywords.

Boost your Quality Score

Your quality score, which is ranked on a scale of one to 10, estimates the quality of your ads, landing pages and keywords. Ads with higher quality scores can be rewarded with better ad positions and lower prices, which is why investing time into understanding why your score isn’t where you want it to be can help you to markedly lower your CPA. There are a variety of factors that could be affecting your score, including landing page experience, expected Click-Through-Rates (CTRs), and ad relevance.

Conduct Comprehensive Ad Testing

As adverts are one of the first interactions that will take place between your business and your potential customers, it is important to make a positive first impression. It is advisable to test two ads against each other in every ad group to ensure maximum performance, which will have a positive impact on a variety of key metrics including CPA.

The Advantages of Partnering with a PPC agency in Essex

With the knowledge that keeping up with the paid search developments that seemingly emerge on an almost weekly basis is difficult, every well-regarded PPC agency in Essex should offer campaign reviews that will highlight optimisation opportunities that can supercharge the results generated from your PPC spend.

	




	
		Organic search engine results are one of the most important tools in a business’s arsenal. There are more than 11 billion searches a month on Google alone, and correctly done search engine optimisation will get your website ranked higher. Refer to our SEO services in Colchester.

But a business can have too much of a good thing. Websites that are over-optimised have been known to suffer penalties that can cause them to drop significantly in web searches. While using all the potential tips to grow organic customer engagement with your brand, these are some important factors to monitor when working on an SEO strategy.

Including keywords in text for SEO services in Colchester

If you optimise every page using the same keywords and terms, search engines will notice. If sentences are unnatural sounding or repetitive, they may trigger over-optimisation penalties. Anything that sounds like it might have been written by a computer to optimise keyword inclusion in the writing, is going to be pushed far down on any search rankings.

The key is to have any content written naturally. Keep in mind keywords that you have researched and analysed, but include them only in a way that reads naturally to customers and to the search engine algorithms.

Backlink velocity for SEO services in Colchester

Backlinks are incredibly useful in improving search engine rankings. However, building too many in too short a span of time looks suspicious to the algorithms that run search engines. The maximum backlinks for content built in a day should be around 30 to 100. Try to judge how many are reasonable based on your website’s average traffic levels, the interests of your target customer base, and the industry your business is based in.

Content creation for SEO services in Colchester

Write naturally not to the keyword. Consider the subheading for each section in this post. The keyword brings potential customers to this content, but it doesn’t sound quite right when included. Building content around specific keywords can hinder any optimisation for search engine rankings. Google’s primary goal is to provide the best results to any search queries and they prioritise high quality content. Produce content that will appeal to the customers that you want to attract – not just for the algorithm.

Over optimisation occurs when businesses focus too much on technical SEO instead of thinking about how to increase search engine rankings organically. While keywords, backlinks, and optimised content can really increase a business’s brand presence for potential customers, don’t lose sight of why SEO is being done in the first place. You should focus on connecting to customers that will engage with your business and creating the best content for them to be enthused by. Google and other search engines reward those who invest their time in creating quality content. Take time in the craft, and your website will enjoy longer-lasting and more productive SEO over time.

	




	
		With four in every five consumers [1] using search engines to find local information, local search engine optimisation (SEO) is a powerful tool that every small and medium-sized business should be utilising.

Google My Business

As Google prefers to share information with its users that it can personally verify and support, Google My Business has become an invaluable tool for businesses across the world. In addition to helping your site secure a more visible position in search engine results pages (SERPs), your Google My Business listing will also help you to rank well on Google Maps.

After creating and verifying your Google My Business page, you should share relevant content, encourage your customers and clients to leave reviews, and ensure you consistently respond to those reviews in a constructive and authentic way.

Create local content

As search engines consistently become smarter, businesses can now focus on creating content for users rather than prioritising search algorithms to rank better. Creating content around more general topics often appeals to a wide audience, but if you want to appeal to a local audience you will need to focus on more localised topics, including news stories, events and activities.

Optimise your content with support from an SEO agency in Essex

As well as ensuring that your URLs, headers, title tags, meta descriptions and main body content have been appropriately optimised to rank well in key SERPs, optimising for voice search is essential. Searchers typically use more long-tail keywords when conducting voice searches and if you aren’t sure whether your optimisation strategy is primed to set you up for success, partnering with an SEO agency in Essex can provide you with the support and advice you need.

Utilise location-specific pages

If you only operate from one location, your About Us page can be optimised to include local keywords. If you have multiple premises, it’s important to create a page for each one. In addition to including your address, contact phone number and opening hours, you might also want to embed a Google Map into your location pages because this will appeal to both users and search engines. It’s also a good idea to include information about parking availability in the local area and descriptors of your premises that your customers might want or need to know about.

Build inbound links from highly authoritative sources

Link signals are an important factor for local SERPs, so securing a selection of inbound links from relevant, high-quality sources is essential to maintaining maximum visibility. There are a variety of ways to enhance your inbound link profile that your SEO agency in Essex can help you to employ, including working with local influencers and creating first-class content that other sites actively want to link to.

Remember, without a strong local SEO strategy, you might miss out on connecting with as many as 80% of your potential customers.

	




	
		Every business knows that social media marketing is essential to success. But how do you move from having interesting social media conversations with prospects into actually converting them to business leads?

Developing your digital marketing strategy

The trick lies in approaching your social media marketing in a strategic way. Although social media is a free tool, its value to businesses is immeasurable, especially in B2C markets where customers are already used to engaging with brands.

Businesses which invest in their social media marketing and resource it properly, adopting a digital marketing strategy which is appropriate to their needs, are most likely to see a healthy ROI. This is one of the primary reasons that many businesses choose to use the services of a digital marketing agency in Essex which can supply the necessary expertise and marketing support, rather than attempting to train up and maintain a full-time in-house resource to do the same.

With the social media landscape and the most effective social marketing tactics constantly evolving, how might a digital marketing agency in Essex recommend that you nurture social conversations through to business leads?

1. Be proactive – By actively monitoring your account, you can be ready to respond to queries and to engage with customers in a way that drives them towards the purchase intention.

2. Know exactly what your customers want and give it to them – Use social media as a way to engage with customers to learn about their needs, wants and preferences and then use this to improve your customer persona for tighter, more effective marketing.

3. Have a ready suite of digital assets ready to show to your customers – Perhaps you can offer them the ability to purchase via their favourite social channel for example, or bounce them over to your website or app in just a couple of clicks? Make it as easy as possible for them to make that all-important purchase or to carry out your intended call to action.

4. Use special offers and discounts to encourage price conscious customers, and use competitions and time-framed offers to incentivise rapid action

5. Have key sales messages ready so that you can nurture prospects along the sales funnel in a way that is shown to work and with consistent messaging

6. Consider the use of online influencers to place your products in front of target market customers

7. Use a chatbot on your website to help encourage customers who click through to further explore your business brand and to guide them to a purchase point, overcoming any typical sticking pages.

Consider a digital marketing agency in Essex today.

If you’re serious about seeing results from your digital marketing, a digital marketing agency can get you there faster – and with a measurable ROI. Contact your agency today for expert, friendly help that makes the most of your marketing budget. Of course, you have the option to get in touch with us today. Our experts with their best of knowledge will serve all your needs.

	




	
		More than 80% of people turn to Google when looking for answers online, which equates to approximately 3.5 billion searches every single day. This figure alone should explain why marketers invest so much time and energy into developing strategies that align with the search giant’s best practices.

In return, Google provides marketers with two highly valuable sources of traffic: paid search and organic search. Search engine marketing (SEM) and search engine optimisation (SEO) are the methods marketers use to acquire traffic from paid search and organic search respectively. But which is more cost effective over the long term?

Paid search

If you want to achieve quick results, paid search is primed to deliver immediate outcomes from your efforts. Real-time data can be used to refine your ads to ensure you are consistently maximising the potential of your investment, but to do this properly additional time and attention will need to be invested on at least a weekly basis. This time can be difficult for some businesses to justify, especially because paid search is most frequently used to drive short-term results.

Organic search

There are zero upfront costs associated with organic search, which means your business won’t need to find and allocate a monthly advertising budget. If and when you do decide to invest in your approach to organic search, you will be free to choose precisely how and when to spend your budget. This might come in the form of paid optimisation tools or the hiring of a team offering professional SEO services in Colchester who can use their expertise to refine your approach and drive even more impressive results.

Reasons to Invest in SEO services in Colchester

When approached correctly, organic search has the potential to deliver an unparalleled return on investment (ROI) that will have a positive impact on your bottom line. Similarly, although the best SEO strategies take time and commitment, they have the added benefit of delivering results that can be built upon. The process of creating high-quality content, for example, will increase traffic, shares and attract links from other sites, which will lead to more leads, increased revenue and higher rankings. Importantly, you will continue to generate results as you continue to create content, which will drive even more impactful outcomes for your business.

Working with a team delivering professional SEO services in Colchester will ensure your strategy is consistently refined and shaped to maximise the results you are able to drive for your brand. And unlike with paid search, you can enjoy these outcomes for free as you won’t have to pay every time someone clicks on your advertisement in search engine results pages (SERPs).

Both organic and paid searches have their own benefits and most businesses will find that a combination will drive both the short and long term results needed to survive and thrive in competitive modern marketplaces.

	




	
		There is no doubt that businesses are facing complex challenges in the Covid-19 world. For many, an enforced and prolonged public lockdown has meant that their premises have either been closed or affected by falling business. Some firms have failed during lockdown, others remain on the brink. Some have thrived in the new world, as more customers have gone online or sought home deliveries and takeaway services to buy food, drink, entertainment, groceries, food and more.

A changing market environment

In this environment digital marketing is offering a huge variety of opportunities. Businesses who have embraced digital marketing in Essex have found that they suddenly have a larger engaged audience of customers who are willing to buy online, in a way that they might not have done in the past.

The choice of social media channels available, combined with growing take-up, means that there are more opportunities than ever for businesses who are prepared to invest in their online presence. This could be done via a range of platforms or simply by engaging effectively with your target audience on a small handful, such as your website, Instagram, LinkedIn, Facebook and / or Twitter, depending on your market and audience.

Digital marketing in Essex: Tips for success

If you are looking to make the most of digital marketing in Essex, what steps can you take to get it right?

1. Choose your platforms

It isn’t necessary to use every platform, but you should select a range which are right for your audience. Think about where your audience is active and seek to have a branded presence on it.

2. Work on your brand

Check whether your brand is appropriate for your audience before you begin promoting it. Does it need a refresh or does it still resonate with your customers? Does it convey your values and ethos? Now is the time to carry out some market research.

3. Create a content plan

Great digital engagement is all about content, so develop a wide range of written and visual content, such as photography and video.

4. Integrate e-commerce

Where you sell things online, integrate e-commerce into your website and any apps. Check that it is smooth and working as it should. The online purchase experience should be as slick and easy as possible.

5. Actively monitor your online work

You should always be ready to engage on your social channels and ready to fix errors and make improvements on your website and app. When you begin to invest in digital marketing channels, really make the effort. Yes they are ‘free’, but their return and true value will only become apparent when you commit to getting the most from their features.

6. Measure

Always measure your activity and its results so that you can see what’s working an what needs a tweak.

How will your business use digital marketing for the year ahead?

	




	
		A PPC campaign can deliver immediate results. If the campaign is well-managed, it starts driving traffic, delivering leads and converting traffic into customers almost as soon as the ads go live. But PPC campaigns can be complex and they need careful management to make them successful. Our experience as a PPC agency in Essex has taught us some of the key factors to get right, to ensure a really successful PPC campaign.

Keywords

These are the driving force of a PPC campaign. If you pick the wrong ones, you can waste a whole ad campaign. In theory, you can just pick whichever keywords feel right and adjust as you learn what works and what doesn’t, but that’s a really expensive way to find your feet. It’s much better to do your research first. Take into account everything you know about your customers, the purchase journey they’re on, and figure out which keywords they use when they really want to buy.

Generic keywords such as “hotel,” “boutique hotel,” “hotel Essex” are okay, but they’ll get your ad shown to people who are just searching for information on hotels, not looking to make a booking. Longer, more specific search strings including “hotel Essex this weekend” or “most affordable boutique hotel” are stronger signals of buying intent, so targeting them should lead to more conversions.

Branded keywords consistently lead to a higher conversion rate, so it’s vital that your brand is part of your keyword set.

You can check the search volume, at a total level or for specific audiences using Google Ads but getting keywords right is a skill, and having an agency to help you can be far more efficient than picking your own.

Ad copy

Keywords get your ads shown to the right people. Good copy gets them excited for your product. The more you can personalise ads to your different audiences, the more effective they will be. If you’re advertising a hotel, maybe you have one group of customers looking for a luxury five-star experience and another looking for single night stays or no fees for cancellation. If you can serve these groups’ ads that refer to their specific needs, they’re much more likely to pick you over the competition, and more likely to convert.

Landing page

Ultimately, a PPC campaign gets potential customers to a specific landing page. If that landing page isn’t fit for purpose, visitors will bounce. Their visit got you nothing, but you’ll still be charged for the clickthrough. You need a landing page that’s visually pleasing, has strong calls to action and is optimised for mobile devices as well as desktops.

PPC Agency in Essex

Optimising a PPC campaign is tricky, and takes a lot of skill. These tips will give you a strong start, but getting a good digital agency on board will work wonders.

	




	
		Ranking well in search engine results pages (SERPs) for key terms and phrases will help you to drive traffic to your most important digital asset via organic search. Search engine algorithms are constantly evolving but there are a variety of steps you can take to boost your organic search visibility and see tangible benefits from your investment.

Define Target Keywords Guided by SEO Services in Colchester

Regardless of the industry your business operates within, it is unreasonable to expect to rank well for every related keyword. Instead, it will be beneficial to work towards securing high rankings for the most important keywords.

Start by considering how your audience might search for your products/services. When you have an initial list of keywords, use the expertise of your SEO team to evaluate the level of competition and traffic for each option. Look for keywords that have a high volume and a low-medium level of competition because these are easier to rank well for and should drive decent volumes of traffic to your site.

Create First-Class Content

While there are myriad technical ways to enhance your search rankings, it is imperative to remember that creating high-quality content is essential to both attract streams of convertible traffic and encourage visitors to share it with their networks on social media.

Consistently investing in the creation of fresh content is also the best way to target the keywords you want to rank for. Keywords should be seamlessly integrated into headlines and page titles, as well as in the main body of each piece of content. Avoiding keyword stuffing is vital because search engines will penalise pages where integrated keywords impede readability. Remember, Google rewards websites that are frequently updated with fresh content because it aims to deliver the most accurate and up-to-date results.

Drive Clicks with Meta Descriptions

Meta descriptions are displayed in SERPs and should act as a concise description of the information the web page contains. Page titles carry more weight with ranking algorithms, but well-written meta descriptions have the unique ability to drive additional clicks if they appeal to your audience.

It is important to ensure that each meta description contains a clear value proposition describing the value a visitor will gain should they click through to engage with your content. Meta descriptions should be a maximum of 150 characters and seamlessly incorporate a target keyword.

Avoid Black-Hat Techniques

Black hat SEO techniques use unethical tactics to convince search engines to award higher rankings. This approach can sometimes deliver a temporary rankings boost but as algorithms are becoming smarter, any gains made using such techniques will soon be wiped out and risk your site being removed from listings completely as punishment.

Search optimisation is complex but working with dedicated SEO services will simplify the process and ensure your organisation benefits from the expertise of a seasoned team. So, seek professional help from SEO services in Colchester today.

	




	
		Whether your business is large or small, it is vital to ensure that your digital marketing is conducted in a targeted and specific manner. If this is not managed correctly, regardless as to how well designed and beautiful your website may be, how phenomenal your products are or the scale of your marketing budget, your website will not be as successful as it could be.

Here are a few key points that are vital to follow in planning digital marketing, whether that’s in Colchester or anywhere else in the country.

Do you know what is important to your audience?

Today’s business owners and marketers have a vast amount of data at their fingertips relating to their customers. Whether this is through Facebook Insights, Google Analytics or any of the myriad analytics technologies out there, we know far more about our customers than ever before.

Use this data to help build a picture as to what is important to your customers, in order to better target your content and digital marketing spend in areas and ways which are most likely to speak to your audience.

Don’t be afraid to call in a digital marketing agency in Colchester

A small business may only be a one or two person operation, in which the key expertise is in creating or finding a specific set of products or services. No-one can be an expert in everything and it is increasingly common to call in the professionals in order to give your digital marketing presence a steer in the right direction.

Understand your organic keywords

The best way to bring traffic to your site is to have a broad range of highly relevant keywords placed throughout the content within your site. These fall into three broad categories:

Informational keywords are those used to find information about a broad topic. This could be ‘DIY decking’ for example. A user searching for ‘DIY decking’ is likely to have a project that they plan to start, but may not know precisely what they want as yet.

Navigational keywords are those used to find a product, from a specific website. Rather than ‘DIY decking’, this may be ‘B&Q decking’. People using navigational keywords are likely to be returning customers, or those who know what they want but may not yet be ready to make a purchase.

Transactional keywords are used when a user knows precisely the product that they want to purchase. This could be a search for ’18mm softwood decking’. Searchers who utilise these keywords are likely to be ready to purchase, or very nearly ready.

Understanding the keywords used by your potential customers (and the purchasing intent behind them) will help to focus your content, allowing you to identify what works and refine your user journey and keyword targeting in order to drive more traffic your way.

Look for a professional digital marketing agency in Colchester that will guide you in every step to identify the right audience.

	




	
		Whatever industry your business works within, social media is a digital marketing tool that cannot be ignored. Free, immediate, engaging and hugely valued by customers – what’s not to love? And for brands of any size, there is the potential to find a platform that allows you to build your brand, create a responsive online community, market to an engaged audience and drive those all-important online conversions.

Why social media marketing works?

Social media is where many of us love to spend our leisure time. Whether it’s sharing family photos on Facebook, uploading selfies on Instagram, engaging with potential clients on LinkedIn or following entertaining content feeds on Twitter, more of us than ever are using social media to connect, inform, engage and stay linked to everything that is happening in the world.

For brands, one of the main advantages of this marketing channel is that it is free to use, and requires little in the way of time and effort to begin marketing. Simply create your branded pages on the platforms which matter to your customers, and begin to build a social media strategy that will offer value to your potential customers. From sharing product explainers to news about completions, new releases and entertaining photos, there are a plenty of ways to keep your brand in the mind of people who are likely to buy from you.

How a social media agency in Essex can help?

Although social media is an easy tool to begin using as a business, it requires time, know-how and consistent work to leverage to its full potential. Brands need to create content that resonates with their target audience. They need to identify the right audience online and engage with it. Once users are engaged, the brand needs to maintain a regular form of two-way communication; answering queries, responding to comments and bringing their brand online.

The business needs to deal with any issues that might occur – such as a complaint made publicly online about their customer service. They need to know how to link their social media to other digital assets such as an e-commerce website. They may need to learn about online advertising on a social platform, or how to create posts that people notice. A social media marketing agency can help with all of these things and ensure that the investment in time, content and advertising is maximised with an attractive ROI.

To find out more, why not contact a social media marketing agency with expertise in your particular industry or with businesses like yours. Ask for recommendations from trusted contacts and ask for a demo to see what the agency can do. The right one will act as a flexible partner to your business to provide the skill sets and work that you need on the basis that you need it – from one-off strategy creation through to a full programme of ongoing brand support.

	




	
		If you are intending to embark upon a pay-per-click (or PPC) campaign, there are a number of golden rules that you or your agency should follow in order to get the best return on your investment.

The PPC model of advertising on the internet allows advertisers to place advertisements on sites, paying each time, their advert is clicked and a user is directed to your site. These PPC advertisements can be a highly effective method of driving traffic to your website, especially when coordinated by the experts at a PPC marketing agency in Colchester or elsewhere.

Let’s take a look at some of the key aspects of PPC marketing that all business owners need to understand.

Use the right kind of campaign for your business

There are two principal types of PPC campaign in common use. A CPM campaign is based upon the cost per 1,000 clicks on an advert. CPA campaigns, in contrast, focus primarily on the cost of advertising per acquisition, in other words, how much you have spent to sell a product or service.

If your campaign is focused upon building brand awareness and getting your name into the public consciousness, a CPM campaign will be best. Conversely, if your campaign is based entirely upon attracting sales, a CPA campaign is appropriate.

Set clear maximum CPA targets

Your maximum CPA is the most you are willing to spend on a single conversion. If your PPC campaigns are burning £100 to sell a £75 product, something is clearly very wrong with the campaign, as this is clearly unsustainable. Defining your key goals early on in a campaign will help you to get the maximum return on investment (ROI), and monitoring the rates across different media can help you to concentrate on the most effective channels through which you can market your business.

Ensure conversion tracking is embedded within your processes

PPC campaigns work best in conjunction with conversion tracking. Or to put that in a slightly different way, in order to get the best out of a PPC campaign, it is vital to utilise conversion tracking. Ensuring you know which users have converted into sales, and from what sources tells you where your advertising content should be placed, and which areas are best left alone for your business.

Optimise your campaign

If your business is focused solely on the Colchester area but you are running PPC campaigns across Essex and other wider areas then you are wasting money. If your website is not optimised for mobile browsing (which it must be in 2020), don’t waste your time running ads on mobile devices. Direct your attention to the right areas and platforms wherein you can reasonably expect conversions, and ignore the others.

Following these golden rules can help you to ensure that you are giving your PPC campaigns the best chance of success.

	




	
		There are many ways to attract people to websites. Google is one, but there is no guarantee any will become customers. To convert your visitors, understand their aspirations.

Write for people you know

To write effective copy, you have to know how your reader feels. Despite the mask of rationality, we are emotional beings. Aspirations direct our attention and emotions compel our decisions. To sell shoes, for example, describing them is never enough – you should write about the customers who own them.

Persuasive content begins by establishing rapport, and rapport builds trust. You can’t even give things away until you have sold yourself. Use social media to talk to prospective customers, but make sure your enthusiasts represent the wider market.

Titles

Don’t let Google completely hijack your customer-facing content: “Hotpoint DE345 Oven with smart timer” works for Google, but “Never burn your dinner again” has a stronger hook for human beings. Somewhere in your titles, first paragraphs and meta description you need a unique spin that differentiates you enough to win the click.

Waving the carrot

“Why buy an electric car?” is more enticing than “Buy an electric car”. The question makes people want the answer (even if they didn’t want the car).

You can take this much further. For example, presenting your article like a quiz encourages people to stay with it for the results. There are many variations of this tactic: all of them appeal to our curiosity and desire to participate. Inviting comments after an article is another hook that retains the reader’s commitment.

Words of power

How many times have we heard a product is “revolutionary”, “new improved” or “completely free”. Today those clichés invite scepticism and mistrust. Make sure your truths stand out. Key truths should be aphoristic – terse, pithy and highlighted. Use them as titles or bullet points, or make them stand out in short simple paragraphs.

Metrics

Specifications and statistics work like aphorisms – summing up valuable information in a short space. Metrics have gravitas, but a lot of freely available statistics are baloney and the public is catching on. If you can’t verify a fact, never quote it. Remember that it is value that persuades.

Pitch

Save jargon for your CV, not web content. You need to be knowledgeable, but never try to give the impression you are smarter than your audience. Using long words doesn’t make you look smart.

Calls to action

The first paragraph must persuade the visitor to read more, the last must persuade them to want more. That “more” could be making a purchase, bookmarking you, using your product search tool or leaving feedback.

If you need content development services in Essex, using a developer with in-depth local experience gives you a head start. Communication is everything, so why not get in touch with our friendly team today.

	




	
		Last week we delivered a blog that looked at how an in-house web manager could potentially plan for the COVID-19 release by increasing our online visibility in the hope that we can find some sort of opportunity from this period.

We all understand that the internet is a must through these times but now that the government has slightly eased the situation, meaning some of us can start looking to the future once again, it has become even more dominant in delivering the visibility that will drive potential customers to our online platforms. We should ensure that our social, email, video and website all work together in a combined process in order to support each and every aspect of your online exposure.

Lets have a quick think about this. Without teaching anyone to ‘suck eggs’, the idea is for people out there who are looking for the products and services that we supply to find us. Do the research yourself – go to Google and put into the search bar what you believe your potential clients would look for. Not your business name but the main products etc. For example, if you are an estate agent in Bethnal Green then go to Google and search for something like ‘house sales in Bethnal Green’. If you’re there then great, if not then there is a hole.

Lets not forget that every single search produces a new list so, using the same hypothetical business as above, ‘house for sale in Bethnal Green’ is a brand new search term and will therefore produce a different set of results.

If your web presence is in the first ten listings then people can find you; if it’s lower, or not there at all, then it needs work. You must also remember that if it is in the first place but has a tag next to it that says ‘Ad’, then you are paying for that position through the Google paid search system.

OK, now we have looked at the need, let’s understand how an agency can help with this visibility. The last blog looked at items your in-house team could implement, but many of us do want professional help so let’s look at what they should be analysing.

Any agency that works with multiple clients across a variety of channels and in a mixture of industries means they should be in the best position to learn from data. No matter if they are delivering SEO, PPC, CRO, Email, or simply providing consultancy on data and analytics, as an agency they will have access to a huge amount of information. This has potential to be overwhelming and because of this, your requirements should be broken down to separate questions:

1.	Are services / products changing?

a.	What from/to and for how long initially?

b.	Is delivery paused/available/partially available?

c.	Is there leftover stock that needs clearing?

d.	Are there opportunities if we cannot sell as normal?

2.	Are goals changing?

a.	How are forecasts changing?

b.	Has the quantity versus quality balance changed?

c.	Do we need to do more to attract and nurture potential clients?

3.	Is budget changing?

a.	How is media spend effected?

b.	Are there areas that perform well that should be pushed further?

c.	Are there areas in which we are prominent that do not perform?

d.	Are the channels being used the right ones for meeting goals?

e.	Are any services at risk of being paused or deferred?

f.	Are there changes that could be made to continue driving performance?

4.	Is resource changing?

a.	Client-side, has the team setup altered/reduced?

b.	Which resources are likely to be dropped/reduced to handle these issues?

c.	Will these changes impact the need for implementation?

d.	Will these changes impact the work to drive performance?

5.	Is the market effected?

a.	Are there similarities between client changes and what is happening in the market?

b.	Are we seeing competitors decrease spend or change tactics?

c.	Are we seeing a change in user behaviour?

d.	Are there changes in what and how people are searching?

6.	Is website use being effected?

a.	Do new users have the same intent as returning users?

b.	How is performance by site section affected?

c.	How does this compare to other clients in the same space?

The above list will ultimately help to inform a strategy that, in turn, should deliver an increase in online visibility. Once we have an improved visibility, we can then look at how we improve the conversion of our web portfolio. In other words, more bang for your buck!

One area most companies will be worried about is the cost of this. Many agencies charge a huge premium to deliver these services but that is not necessarily the case here. Some agencies will provide the strategy and services you need for a campaign fee that is affordable.

As for an idea of what their campaign looks like and the costs it would incur – that bit will cost you nothing and you can always say no.

Lastly, don’t get tied into a contract that means you can’t get out if you’re not happy. We all understand that a campaign will need time to work, but don’t allow yourself to be trapped for a year! It should only take around 3 to 6 months for you to begin seeing results.

It would be great to look at your campaign and show you what we could provide, so please do get in touch with Pure Digital at any time for a completely free, no-ties analysis.

	




	
		We all know that this year has seen an unprecedented start with first the floods and then this pandemic that has had a monumental impact on most industries and ultimately driven many businesses into an unwelcome shut down period.

It is unlikely that business will just return to normal once the pandemic is over and many will have to adopt a severe approach just to make it through the next couple of months. I would imagine that most will now be considering their longer-term strategy. 

Although we will all be worrying about the next few months, it would be fool hardy to not start planning for our longer survival. It could be considered as bad management to not look at, at least the next two years. Strong management will ensure not only survival but to actually explode with growth.

Every industry is reliant on trade and free movement in order to maximise their sales but, when it comes to a crisis, what marketing considerations should be fed into our future plans? 

This is obviously broken down into two specific sectors. The first are those areas you and your team can implement in house. The second we will look into in more detail in our next article and that is for those areas that you ultimately need help through agency support. Lets start with the in house opportunities.

In house delivery

One area that enables successful management for any business is information. Being ingrained within the business enables you to understand much of the info that is delivered by lots of different analytical and informational sources. You will also understand exactly how your audience digests this information and importantly, exactly what they will be looking for. 

Using factual information to base your decisions is imperative and having a direct route to this information will benefit your strategy. Lets not forget, we are looking at the new normal here and therefore planning outside of what we have always known is vital.

In order to build this strategy then the following list of questions should help inform you. Of course, this is not a definitive list, more a starter for ten that by answering truthfully, could drive your future strategy?

Can your approach be altered to online-only?

Do we have an excess of one particular product?

Do we have a product that cannot be sold?

How do product levels differ between types/categories?

Should our service be adapted?

Should we provide an extended trial period?

What do my customers need from me now?

How can I check what my users need?

What different channels do my audience engage with?

Has this altered from before the pandemic?

Are we doing all we can to reassure customers of our status?

Is the interaction of our audience different on our site from prior to the lockdown?

How can we act on what our audience needs?

What resources do I have available internally to deliver this?

Do I need any additional insight?

Do I have the skill sets internally to act on the demands/needs of my audience?

So, whats next?

There are so many areas that must be considered when making a strategic change to your business, especially when it is a fundamental alteration to how you have delivered business prior to the pandemic.  A marketing strategy isn’t a switch you can turn on or off when it suits and it isn’t aimed at delivering success in minutes. If implemented well it can be the difference between surviving a crisis, thriving after a crisis, or never making it out the other side.

The more aligned your marketing strategy is with your business goals and requirements, the more likely it is to play a part in your success. We must also not forget that your strategy should also be aligned to what your audience is looking for. 

Invest time now to understand the longer-term impact of your intended strategy and what that is likely to mean. Make scenarios that scare you along with some that do not. This will inform a single best case scenario that you can then implement. As with any crisis, none of us know where this is actually going, but we can use every resource available to predict, adapt, and implement change effectively, efficiently, and importantly, with direction.

	




	
		As we all realise, search engines are one of the real winners through this global lockdown. Many people are sitting at home on their computers utilising search engines to find products and services.

This means that for many of us these times actually produce an opportunity rather than the negative impact we could easily look at. Lets have a little look at a few industries…

First, recruitment – one massive area when we return to work will be the changed environment. Many businesses will alter the way they carry out their service and they will therefore be looking for employees that can work within these environments. As for those that have unfortunately been laid off then there will be thousands of job seekers in the market.

How about house sales – many house sales have been put on hold through this period, however, the current market could make it viable for people to now take advantage of low interest rates and get the ball rolling on their dream house move. Many that have realised their property is not what they want will also be looking for a change. The release of lockdown is therefore likely to deliver a small boom in house sales and their related services. By maximising your online reach, within a geographic radius of your office location, you will be much more likely to gain the chance to push in front of your online competitors.

What about student services – many students looking at their forthcoming university placing will now not have long to find accommodation, and then to furnish and equip that accommodation. Of course, there are also many other student-based services that will be required, therefore presenting an opportunity for many industries.

How about e-commerce – for any business that utilises an e-commerce system, maximising footfall at a time when far more people are shopping online for every type of product and service is absolutely essential. The sooner one grasps this, the quicker this footfall will increase.

Finally, lets look at professional services – lawyers will be in high demand, as one of the unfortunate outcomes of this crisis is that, after spending weeks cooped up with their partners, many people may come to the realisation that marriage is not for them! How about accountants, all this money that has been handed out will need managing through accounts and the HMRC, again making plenty of opportunity for these professionals.

Of course, there are many more business categories we could cover here but the upshot is that being well placed in organic search will ensure your business is highlighted for its products and services. 

This is not something that can be delivered once we return to work. It must be strategically planned and so when the eventual release does happen then your business has maximised its opportunity.

Therefore, in the wake of the COVID-19 crisis, getting your content to the top of Google will be more important than ever, as that is where your consumers are looking for answers to their requirements from brands they trust.

“I must be able to trust the brand to do what is right.” That’s what 81% of consumers say, according to the Edelman Brand Trust Report 2019. That means trust is a valuable commodity in these unprecedented and changing times. If you want consumers to choose you, they first must find you but then they must trust you.

A serious question will therefore be, what’s the best way to build and strengthen that trust to protect your brands reputation and increase your visibility – now and in the future?

•	Continue to create SEO-focused content on topics that are relevant to your audience.

•	Keep your site, content, and messaging up to date and relevant.

•	Audit your current campaigns to be mindful of your messaging.

If you’re investing in SEO and content, this is just the beginning. If you’re not, then this could be your most cost effective approach to maximising the opportunity this crisis will present. If you need help creating relevant and optimised content, Pure Digital are experts at targeting and delivering this to maximise your online exposure and return those all important results.

	




	
		We have been developing a few tips over the last few weeks to try and help you all find a way to build an opportunity within this upheaval. Of course, it is difficult to ensure you continue to build your online exposure however, rest assured, people are out there looking online for your product and services and importantly, many of your competitors have withdrawn from the market. Therefore, there is real potential for those that are aggressive through this time to maximise the opportunity that there can be.

I have been reading many articles over the last few weeks about the ideal way to generate traffic through this COVID-19 time. I have also read an extremely informative article based on how the pandemic is affecting different industries.

The following article, originally produced by the search agency FOUND, highlights some of these points. 

The report is extremely detailed; therefore I have picked out the particular sections I believe to be the most informative.

The Introduction.

We all know that the Coronavirus is having an impact on our lives. In the following report, the agency have detailed the latest insights into exactly how the COVID-19 lockdown is actually impacting many different industries around the globe. This is delivered through detailed search data.

It is an attempt to quantify the impact on consumer interest by looking at actual search requests made on Google as well as the level of confidence investors have in the economic viability of particular industries by looking at market returns.

What sets this analysis apart from similar items is that FOUND have taken a strongly educated guess at what 2020 might have looked like without coronavirus in order to benchmark the reactivity of different industries.

This analysis therefore has context by asking “how much better or worse are industries doing in comparison to where they should be?” rather than “how are they performing?” 

What follows is a guide to help you either look at the impact as a whole or drill into more specific and niche industries.

The Methodology.

1. Raw data.

Google is a part of most peoples’ daily lives. It is the world’s leading and most popular search engine with almost 2 billion users worldwide and therefore clearly has a keen insight into what people around the world are interested in. Just as interesting, is Google’s data collection of the tens-of-thousands of search queries made every second, which allows users to view and analyse this useful data for marketing and research purposes. This is why FOUND chose to use Google Trends to analyse how interest in various topics has been impacted by the COVID-19 outbreak. 

Google Trends can be an extremely useful tool for reviewing a company’s digital marketing strategy, especially when we mine the raw data to predict the next wave of popularity or, in this case, paint a picture of what 2020 was supposed to look like. This enables you to look back across history at how the popularity of any given topic has changed. 

2. Deseasonalisation to unearth trends.

FOUND downloaded the last five years of “interest” data across 274 different industries in 14 different countries through the Google Trends API. The first step was to flatten out any seasonal effects in the data (e.g. “Christmas trees near me” spiking at Christmas). This is standard econometric practice used when forecasting a time series. It removes seasonal patterns underlying the raw data allowing one to look at the trend and other unexplained fluctuations in isolation from seasonal shifts. 

For example, the following graph shows how the highly repeated seasonal pattern (where it reliably peaks around the summer and dips around Christmas every year) in interest in “Hotels & Accommodation” across the UK can be levelled out to expose the raw trend and any other unexplained movements.
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3. Finding the search divergence.

There was a predictive model trained for each category-country combination based on all data from 2015 to 2019. This then enabled a “best guess” at what 2020 should look like based on historic performance. 
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4. Mapping the impact.
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The Results.

Below is a heat map array of how each industry has been impacted in each country analysed. Some industries have responded really well to the virus outbreak whilst some are trying to absorb a massive hit. It does show that many industries are relatively unaffected. The following image details an overall painting of all topic categories around the world.
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The Winners and Losers.

The above waffle plot has been distilled into winners and losers to pick out the topics that are thriving and the ones that have received the most severe drop-off in interest. 

1. The winners.

We can now see the top 30 industries that have improved though this period:
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1a. Key winner takeaways.

Many topics on this list are a given, such as medical equipment and news however, some are more interesting such as:

•	The alcohol and business news markets in Germany are high on the list.

•	Teleconferencing is also well searched in the UK, Ireland, Spain and Italy.

•	Interest in health conditions in Italy and Spain. This is maybe in line with the countries’

        older age profiles.

•	Carpooling and ridesharing in Australia delivers a significant increase

2. The losers.

Equally, we can see the 30 industries struggling to maintain peoples’ attention:
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2a. Key loser takeaways.

Unsurprisingly, restaurants, live sporting events and travel are taking some of the greatest hits. Again, there are some more novel findings:

•	Travel guides in South Korea are probably receiving a fraction of the search volume they once

        enjoyed.

•	In Iceland sky gazing and browsing tourist destinations has significantly dropped.

•	The beauty industry in Italy is really struggling.

•	Ireland are no longer searching for any public transport. 

Categories of Interest.

We can now drill down into particular topics to uncover any aspects of wider interest that are doing well despite the overall trend. For example, the shopping industry.

1. The shopping industry takeaways.

The shopping industry is a mixed bag. Interest in ticket sales, outdoor markets and luxury items have all dropped significantly however, it is good news for digital marketing as shopping portals and search engines soar in popularity across the UK compared to where they normally are. 

The question therefore is, what are they buying? By looking at the UK market we can see the areas that have improved are the wholesale industry, shopping portals and search engines, gifts and special event items, entertainment media and consumer electronics. 
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As we are all on lock down it’s unsurprising how social media and teleconferencing activity has seen a much higher demand. But what is interesting is how people choose to connect online. Virtual worlds have seen the largest jump in popularity, rising more than 20 interest points above the expected level.

2. The Stock Market.

Another way to gain insight into how industries are performing is to look at the global stock market. Over 7,000 stocks from around the world were analysed in an attempt to understand how investors perceive the economic viability of various industries. This is not aimed at trying to predict how the stock market will behave; its more an attempt to understand how, given the last 5 years, what might 2020 have looked like? 

Below is a very similar heat map to the one above for trends, but this time just for stocks. 

[image: ]

2a. The stock market takeaways.

At an initial glance it looks like bad news and there are some noteworthy insights:

•	Asset management companies in the UK seem to be weathering the storm, which is not the case in

        any other country analysed

•	Marketing services are struggling in most countries but in the UK they have not struggled

        anywhere near as much.

•	US entertainment services such as CBS, AMC, FOX, IMAX etc appear to be performing well, rising

        above market expectation by 2-3% 

I hope this information has been interesting for you and indeed, does point out that there will be winners and losers through this upheaval. The winners will be those that look for and exploit opportunities.

For more information then please get in touch with us here at Pure Digital.

	




	
		As we have previously mentioned in many of our blog posts, trust is a significant factor for success right now. That said, hackers are taking advantage of the current situation by using malicious malware to promote coronavirus discount codes and specials.

There seems to be many examples of certain ‘special offers’ that come at an inconceivable cost and therefore must be a scam. These are used to gain sensitive information from consumers. Do not be surprised that cybercriminals will utilise the brand of trusted companies within a sustained phishing attack. There have been examples of organisations as trusted as the World Health Organisation being targeted by these hacking groups. 

According to the Check Point Software’s Global Threat Index for January 2020, “cyber-criminals are exploiting interest in the global epidemic to spread malicious activity, with several spam campaigns relating to the outbreak of the virus.”

With the above information in mind, security must be considered as a top priority. We therefore consider our tip 4 to be aimed at upgrading your website’s security.

Tip 4: Top Up Security

As we have said, there are many ways that a business manager can protect a business’s web assets in order to control their online security. This will of course help the business itself but most importantly, it will help your future search visibility.

Consequently, we believe the following points are simple areas that most web site managers should both understand and implement, in order to protect the sites online future;

•	Monitor log files for crawl errors. If you’re an SEO professional, you will understand log file analysis and how this can help identify how search engine crawlers are accessing your website. This analysis can also reveal if spambots are trying to infiltrate your site.

•	Implement SSO. SSO or Single Sign On, authorises users to use one set of login credentials to enter separate applications. It’s generally considered as being more secure.

•	Secure your site with an SSL. Back in 2014, Google announced HTTPS as a ranking signal to encourage site owners to make their site more secure for visitors. Implementing HTTPS protects things like credit card numbers, browsing history and much more.

•	Update plugins or apps you use. Hackers tend to look at old plugins or tools for vulnerabilities. Make sure you regularly update them to avoid becoming an easy target.

For SEO marketers, cybersecurity does not stop at HTTPS. It’s vital to take preventative measures to secure your digital assets today. A hacker will have a permanent negative impact on your SEO efforts and so, by ensuring your websites cyber security is up to date, your website will benefit well into the future.

Pure Digital will always incorporate security into our search campaigns in order to maximise how the Internet sees and understands the information we deliver with our online assets.

	




	
		This may well be a little premature, but at some point in the coming few weeks or months we will all see an end to this lockdown period. I am not too sure that anyone can really say what a new ‘normal’ will be like, but there is one thing we can all be assured of – the online world will form a far deeper source of future work.

Over the last few weeks, we have been trying to deliver some easy to follow tips that enable you to maximise your website through this down time. The idea is that when we are all ready for the imminent release, our websites will also be ready to really kick start the push to gain business exposure and sell our service/products online.

With this in mind, tip 3 looks at the content and the wider campaign that you have in place right now. By continually analysing your up and coming content and campaign structure, we can tailor content to maximise your online exposure so that when we are released, our websites will take much of the strain and maximise future exposure.

Tip 3: Audit Your Upcoming Content & Campaign

If you’ve already put together your pipeline of content, now is the time to audit any upcoming campaigns for the future release. The last thing you want is for your campaigns to be monotonous to consumers and your potential traffic. You want to show empathy and compassion for your audience during times of crisis and most importantly, deliver a level of info that helps them once normality resumes.

There are many examples of large businesses tailoring their marketing message to fit the ongoing situation. For example, KFC have suspended their ‘finger lickin good’ campaigns as it could be seen as irresponsible given the guidelines associated with the current pandemic. This is an excellent case of brands tailoring their message to fit the consumers wants/needs, no matter what the situation is!

We must not forget that search is a proxy for customer intent, this means that SEO managers and website owners should have a heightened awareness of consumer sensitivities. Recognising this is valuable insight that should build the basis for both our overall information delivery as well as our content delivery going forward.

We must therefore realise that during these unprecedented times, SEO is more than simply ‘technical SEO’— it is also about being the voice of the customer across their network and we should aim to deliver this content in a form that our potential audience really wants to see.

Many companies have utilised different levels of paid search prior to this lockdown, whether that is Adwords from Google, or another type of paid social activity – it is proven to be a simple way to cut outgoings. However, paid search activity has been decimated by COVID-19, which is why our ability to deliver exposure through SEO is an ideal and cost-effective process. Although it does take time to build, it is definitely the best way to generate search exposure. If we have all targeted our websites effectively and have a content campaign that is specifically aimed at areas your customers want to consume, then by the time we are released, our websites will already be the most useful ‘sales section’ for our businesses.

Therefore, by adapting our focus in the short-term, you give yourself the chance to build long-term brand equity. Pure Digital are experts in delivering these tailored search campaigns and therefore if we can help to deliver this exposure, then please do get in touch at any time.

	




	
		We hope you are finding this down time productive in searching for opportunities for you and your business. Its never easy to find time to analyse where we can add value, however in these unprecedented times there are always opportunities available to maximise both now and most importantly, for the future.

Of course, at some point this lockdown will end, and everyone will be close to starting from scratch, so making sure that your online visibility has not been reduced should be a major priority. 

With this in mind, Pure Digital have been detailing a few tips that can be utilised to maximise your online position and maybe even grab a march on your competitors so that when normality resumes, your online position within the Google search engine has improved and you can benefit from the increase in online traffic this delivers. Below is tip 2 detailing how to assist the drive of your online visibility.

Tip 2: Proactively Manage Your Brand Presence

It was some time ago now that Google updated their guidelines to include EAT – Expertise, Authoritativeness and Trustworthiness. Although each of these titles is important, it’s the word “trustworthiness” that is the real target. The more trust you can build within your online content, the more users will click on your content in the search engine listings.

We therefore suggest that managing your online brand presence is essential during these times as dated or inaccurate information will confuse and may even hurt your consumers. To aid this, we have provided a few tips below for managing your online reputation during this COVID-19 situation:

Point A – update your schema: Schema defines the elements that an XML file may contain within your websites code. It provides specific structure for XML data, which is important when sharing XML files between multiple systems. A software developer may use a schema to describe the structure of a file format used by an application, therefore making information easier to understand from a search engines point of view. This ensures that Google is only showing accurate and up-to-date information about your company in this fast-changing environment. If you’re an e-commerce company, help meet consumer expectations by updating your product availability schema so it provides real-time information to your consumers. You can add many different schema types in order to utilise the one that best suits your brand.

Point B – update your Google My Business page: The Google My Business page is a free opportunity for your brand to deliver a localised message to local search. This means that Google are pushing to deliver returns from your area to the searches that we initiate. If you keep the information within your Google My Business listing up to date, you can maximise what your traffic is looking for. 

Point C – analyse the Google Search Console; The Google Search Console is an area supplied by Google to provide info on how they see your web presence. This is a great source to analyse as it provides information that helps with optimising your online message.  Web traffic, especially traffic coming from organic search, is a massively important indicator of where demand for your products and services has shifted. Spikes or troughs in traffic can show you what kind of information is most important to your customers and can therefore shape your response.

Point D – monitor Google Analytics: Although Google Analytics seems harder to understand each time you enter; this of course is not the case. It is relatively self-explanatory and will provide a free ‘heads up’ on where your traffic comes from and what it does when it gets there. By analysing this you can target the content delivered by each page within your site effectively and deliver exactly what your traffic is looking for.

Of course these four points are somewhat obvious, however they do provide some info that you can utilise in order to productively target each page of your website towards the areas your potential traffic are searching for.

It goes without saying that any support you need for implementing the above points, Pure Digital will always be there.

	




	
		We all understand that during these unprecedented times, people search online even more so than usual. Regardless of the economic climate or this latest lock down, we all want our brand to be top of mind for searchers whenever they are making a buying decision.

This is never an easy scenario as the only way to maximise your websites organic online visibility is to deliver your website in a way that Googles algorithm is looking for. Lets not forget that Googles ranking criteria does not change through our current circumstances and therefore, if you do want to maximise your online visibility, an organic search campaign is imperative!

This means that those business owners that are forward thinking are now looking towards the exit strategy for this COVID-19 situation and are consequently ramping up their SEO in order to maximise their potential ready for normality to resume. 

During an economic downtime, SEO is a smart investment in the future of your business. One of its key advantages is how cost effective it is compared to other media channels.

By targeting your website towards key terms that your potential clients are looking for, you will ultimately drive traffic that you can then convert to sales. [can then be converted to sales.] This must be delivered alongside SEO-focused content which then delivers the most cost-effective and direct path to maintaining your business during economic downtimes. 

This type of delivery requires a lower investment and allows you to enjoy the campaign into your future –  [you will enjoy the campaign into the future] unlike other traditional media paid campaigns that generally act like an on / off button as soon as you stop paying. This therefore ensures an SEO campaign will pay off way after the initial investment.

Over the next few days, I am going to share tips on the ideal way to maximise your online search campaign. let’s start here with tip number 1. 

Tip 1: Create Content That Builds Trust

The online research specialist ‘Forrester’, released a report earlier this month to measure how consumer sentiment has been influenced since the COVID-19 outbreak. The report stated, “Consumers are less optimistic that companies will follow through on the promises they make.” As a result, it is important to reassure clients now, rather than overwhelm them with sales opportunities. 

An ideal way to deliver a sound message is to focus your pitch on comfort and hope rather than a defined sales opportunity. Work with your potential audience to deliver a message of integrity and allow your ability to help them feel in control of their lives. The idea here is that brands that deliver educational content are more trustworthy.

It is predominantly believed that after reading a brands educationally based content, the customer is more likely to buy from that brand. This therefore means that early-stage, educational content generally strengthens the brands trust and conversions. With this in mind, you should move your content effort towards educational content in order to establish trust. 

Let’s not forget that your target market are looking for answers right now and consequently if you can deliver these answers, then your brand will take the maximum return and potential from this situation. What is then really important to remember is that this success wont only be enjoyed now, it will of course be delivered into the future and may well overtake those competitors that have stopped their marketing efforts all together.    

Customers must be earnt and in order to turn these into sales then transparency is imperative. They want to trust not only the business, but also the people behind the business and if we utilise this within our targeted key term campaign then we maximise our potential. 

	




	
		We are now living in unprecedented times and of course, many companies will indeed fall into major difficulties however, for those that are entrepreneurial in their outlook and enthusiastic with regard potential opportunities, we just have to search out where they remain hidden.

One thing that is blatantly obvious is how important the Internet is through times when the vast majority of people remain locked up in their homes. The way things are right now means that many people will search for products and services that they need and therefore, this is the time to be aggressive with our strategy.

Its all well and good to consider this simple fact but, there are other opportunities that we must understand and therefore the following article looks at a few of these and considers if indeed we can take advantage of the opportunities that present themselves.

We must therefore remember that search is a channel for consumer behaviour, and the COVID-19 crisis is of course having a dramatic impact on search behaviour, media consumption, supply chains, and budgets alike. Businesses will therefore need to adjust their marketing campaigns to answer this risk strategically or risk their competitors stealing those hard fought gains made over the previous years.

Organic Search, The Go-To Service

Many marketing channels have seen a dramatic reduction in budget as businesses try to keep their income close to their chests in order to pay those bills that will ultimately keep them viable. However, we all want to be viable when this does all sort itself out and therefore maybe being tactical with small and targeted campaigns will ensure your business is not only operating but also flourishing in these hard times.

Virtually all sources of traffic have shown a sharp decline accept organic search. One thing we must all remember is that the Google algorithm that determines our search visibility is software based and therefore is not concerned about the current problems we are all facing.  They are still looking for good code coupled with good content and good links and if they find this then they will boost your website accordingly. 

The interesting thing here is that many many businesses have cancelled their search programmes and therefore their online visibility will now start to fall leaving opportunity for those that continue to pursue the wholes that this delivers. These gains could indeed alter the search arena considerably and bring about the next set of online rockstars!

We all know that building a good online presence will deliver first traffic and then conversions and this will of course deliver strength to your brand long term. The good thing about organic search is that you can exploit at a reasonable cost. If your partner understands the current situation then quality content can be delivered to side with a targeted and blinkered approach therefore taking advantage of the opportunities that are now presented. These gains will of course remain way after we all return to work and therefore you can be benefitting for years to come.   

Many savvy business owners are already making shifts in their strategy to invest more in SEO. As I think we all know, a targeted SEO focused campaign is the most cost effective and direct path to maintaining your business during an economic downturn. Lets all remember what the German aviator Dieter F Uchtdorf stated and I quote – “It is your reaction to adversity, not the adversity itself, that determines how your life’s story will develop”.

Pure Digital intend to deliver a series of articles over the coming days to explore the potential of your online visibility. Of course we hope these will help you to look at the potential from this terrible situation rather than the inevitable fall out – its about working harder than everyone else and that will deliver results…

	




	
		There were a number of articles delivered through November from many search engine news channels detailing a few areas that web masters should consider when looking towards maximising their online visibility. Of course, this was alongside one important algorithm update that was also delivered directly by Google.

There were a number of unconfirmed and semi-confirmed algorithmic updates and there was also a big Google local and maps update that seems to be about relevancy rather than proximity.

So, as updates go, it wasn’t a mad busy month, but we certainly needed to keep our ears to the ground and understand these so our service delivery will remain at the cutting edge of whats available!

So lets have a deeper look at what was spoken of;

As for unconfirmed activity then Friday November 8th saw chatter across the industry about a possible Google search algorithm update. Some were claiming massive changes in traffic and rankings but this was limited however, several hours later this chatter went ‘off the charts’ over the weekend of 9th / 10th.

When we say chatter, we are actually talking of the search community that discusses changes in their rankings and the delivery of traffic from Google organic search. This is therefore a really good indicator to show possible updates.

That said, in this case, all of the automated tracking tools showed virtually no update which is strange and therefore adds to speculation that this is related to the ‘BERT’ updated detailed a week ago.

What is important is that if this is an update then it seems to have hit all niches, industries and verticals.

Over the weekend of 16th / 17th November there was chatter and signals of yet another Google search ranking algorithm update. Google themselves did say that there was an update but that there was an update most weekends. This was obviously greying the water rather than saying something had meticulously been delivered.

As for confirmed updates then as was detailed above there was a huge amount of chatter around a possible ranking algorithm update starting November 7th / 8th and indeed over that weekend. There were mixed signals here as although the chatter was heavy Google did not pre-announce anything and again as we detailed, the automated tracking tools didn’t really pick up this movement.

That said, Google has now confirmed that there was indeed an update but they said it was a ‘normal’ update as they deliver several times a week. What Google said on Twitter;

“Some have asked if we had an update to Google Search last week. We did, actually several updates, just as we have several updates in any given week on a regular basis.”

So, in Google’s mind, this was obviously a smaller update and one that they routinely deliver and therefore they found no reason to pre-announce this. Trouble is many search professionals noticed big swings in their site stats with some noticing 30-50% swings.

One thing to keep in mind was that Danny Sullivan did say that he believes Google would have announced any expansion to BERT and as they didn’t…

Looking at other areas that are important to consider then Google had a bug with new meta tags where in some cases pages would simply be removed from the search index altogether. The ‘recipe markup bug’ is still out there and potentially creating issues. It has also been detailed that Google may be ignoring the rel=canonical for syndication partners. Let’s also not forget that the Search Console was reported to have lost data once again.

Google has indeed had a busy month with a few areas that are worthy of detailing. The median time to render for GoogleBot was reduced to under 5 seconds which is impressive, they have also added a method to preview your recipes on smart displays like the Google Home Hub.  There were also product result filters added to the search console as well as updating the video structured data help documents.

That’s about it for now. Although it has not been too busy a month, as we are now all in full flight towards Christmas then any alteration to our online exposure is important! With this in mind then if you need any analyses completed or indeed help with your online traffic then please do shout!

	




	
		This week we have been looking at many digital marketing questions received through Q4 and importantly, how these help us as website owners inform our marketing campaigns.

We all know that many so-called marketing experts now say digital marketing is dying a death but, is that true? The following three questions explore a few interesting areas and tries to understand exactly how optimising these deliver visibility and therefore an increase in potential return on investment from your websites.

Q1 – The difference between SEO and PPC?

Google AdWords, as it was originally called, has recently been re branded by Google to Google Ads however, this is the actual name given to Googles PPC or pay per click system. Now that we understand this lets try and dig in a little deeper between these two to understand how they deliver online visibility.

Recent articles say that over 70% of online traffic is generated between these two techniques and therefore, if you are going to enter into any form of marketing to gain visibility online then these must form a significant part of your ongoing budget. Of the two then organic search or SEO as it is referred, delivers over 50% of that traffic and so on its own can mean success or failure for your online opportunities.

To try and describe the difference between the two then according to Google, SEO or search engine optimisation as it is officially titled, is the practice of including content on your site that has the potential to improve your site’s visibility within organic search engine listings – in other words, it can help your site show up more often in relevant searches based around your products and services.

SEO consists of organic improvements that aim to make your website rank highly on Google Search when users enter keywords relevant to your business or content. This is implemented by using small technical changes as well as content delivery in order to make your website’s infrastructure and layout easily understandable by Google’s search algorithm.

Google Ads is the platform that allows you to pay to make your website appear to rank highly on Google Search for any keywords you choose.

This allows website owners to run advertisements across Google’s various channels like YouTube, Gmail, as Display ads across the internet and of course on Google Search.

The latter enables ads with a small green Ad next to it at the top of Googles search listings however, you pay for this visibility by agreeing through the Google Ads system a price to pay Google per click on each ad. This is why they are often referred to as PPC or pay per click.

Essentially, SEO and Google Ads represent two sides of the same coin – organic vs. paid search ranking.

Q2 Which is the best social media platform for digital marketing?

Great question this as people tend to buy from people and they also follow trends set by their online friends and acquaintances. Therefore, delivering a dedicated social strategy will open the possibility of again increasing your online exposure.

In order to answer this question fully, you must first answer some basic questions in order to inform your future social media strategy. Although the following list is not a definitive set of questions, it does start in the correct direction;

Which platforms do my target audiences use?

Each platform has a user base that generally fits into a specific demographic, with age probably being the most important. If you are looking to reach an older demographic, Facebook or LinkedIn is likely your best bet. To reach a younger audience, Instagram or Snapchat would be a better choice.

Your final decision should also be based on what makes the most sense for your products or services. Most social media strategies utilise a combination of many platforms with slightly different goals for each.

As a point to remember here, these campaigns will always work better if they combine both your SEO and PPC campaign so they support each other rather than work against one another.

What type of content should I post?

Each social platform calls for a different kind of posting strategy based on its method of serving content to users and the platform’s inherent purpose. Posts on Instagram should aim for maximum visual appeal, while posts on Twitter should be short and concise.

When posting content to social, ensure that your images, copy and post frequency are all in line with each platform’s specific guidelines to ensure maximum engagement.

What goals do you aim to achieve?

Social media optimisation can be a great option for generating brand awareness and of course for driving traffic to your website. While lead generation and other sale-based goals are also achievable through social, one must be aware that users are unlikely to engage with a brand that only posts self-promotional material.

In addition, it is important to differentiate between organic and paid posts through your social campaign. Organic posting may already form a part of your brand visibility, while paid marketing can be a powerful tactic to improve conversion rates and reach a new audience quickly.

Q3 Should email marketing be used within my digital marketing strategy?

As with all marketing opportunities, this must really form part of an ongoing campaign that supports each other rather than works individually. I think we all understand that email has become so crowded that the best returns tend not to be delivered through this medium alone however, it can be argued that an email campaign should always be delivered to your marketing database.

If your email articles add strength and helps your intended database of users then it may well deliver a good return. Research has said that people spend about 5.6 hours on average checking their emails each day therefore there is a hi chance of engagement when executed strategically.

Don’t make your email campaign purely a sales pitch. By aiming to implement a high open rate and by detailing a clear call to action, you will provide value that means your customer base is more likely to interact.

This final point is really the takeaway from this article. By ensuring your marketing campaign works alongside all areas then you are more likely to gain a return that provides a return on investment.

	




	
		We all now understand that driving traffic to your website is the ideal way to generate return on your investment. Many company owners consider the fact that you have a website is all you need to gain strength with Google thus giving the opportunity to build traffic looking for your products and services.

Of course, this is not strictly true. Your website must be designed and built in a way that Google understands, and this will therefore build a rapport by working with Google. With this in mind we must understand that SEO and web design are not separate elements but part of the same goal.

If you want to make your website work effectively and truly return on the investment you have made then both SEO and web design must work together. Google cares about how your site looks and feels and so in order to make your website work within its search listings there are a few areas you must consider.

This takes more than simply keyword frequency and so the following 5 items are a few areas that should be optimised in order to drive this visibility:

	Mobile matters.


At the end of 2017, Google announced on its webmaster blog that it was going to start indexing mobile sites first. Previously, the desktop version of a website was the one that would get indexed.

With this in mind, when you design or redesign your site you must spend extra time working on the mobile version, as that is the one its algorithm is going to be analysing. How responsive is your text and your pictures? Is everything tagged correctly?

Using the mobile version of your website as the main testing area will be the best way to ensure you get all elements correct. Designing your site carefully for mobile devices will make your SEO better.

	 User-friendly is Google-friendly.


When someone comes to your website, looks around and then leaves because they can’t find what they’re looking for, this is referred to as a bounce.

One thing that is getting clearer is that as its algorithm improves, the interaction between what is considered good for users will also be what is considered good for Google. If you have a clear design that’s easy to navigate, your users will be able to find what they are looking for. That means more time on site, more engagement, more backlinks which are all things Google loves.

User-friendly, intuitive design is an important component of SEO. One thing Google has said is for designers to treat them like one would treat a regular customer. Therefore, if your site is hard to navigate and not responsive then it is as much of an issue for Google as it is for users. Design and SEO aren’t separate things. If you’re doing it right, they combine to make an excellent user experience, this can also lead to an increase in rankings.

	 Slow and steady doesn’t win the race.


Good design should load cleanly and quickly. Keeping your design simple and your page clear of clutter helps with page speed, which is one of the key components Google measures when it’s indexing.

Pages with longer load times tend to have a higher bounce rate and lower time on page and slow pages will lower conversion!

If you want to speed up your page, good design is a start. Use the correct format and compression on images. Optimise code and strip out Javascript. The cleaner your page is, the better off your load times will be — and a speedy page means a happy user.

	 Good content is good SEO.


Is your content unique, clear, concise, intuitive and to the point?

Google loves sites that have a clear and intuitive content structure, with pages that are easy to follow, keywords and page structure that are in the right places and content that makes sense.

Good structure and relevant content make you rank higher and might even get you to the top of search results. What’s not to like?

	 Your site map should make sense.


When you map out your site, what does it look like? Is it some sort of octopus with arms flailing in every direction? Or an overgrown hedge, with dead wood sticking out here and there where forgotten branches have died?

If your internal linking structure doesn’t make sense to you, it won’t make sense to your users and, it definitely won’t make sense to Google. That’s why you need to put some time into making your link structure make sense. Look at your anchor text and make sure it follows best practice.

Make sure you’re not leaving dead ends your users will get lost in. Is your design intuitively leading people to the right place? Your site map is just as much a function of design as SEO, so getting your design team and your SEO people in the same room to work on it is probably a good idea.

Even though SEO sounds like an extremely technical art, it is implemented hand in hand with intuitive web design. Google’s algorithm is smarter than it’s ever been, and gaming the system is simply not an option. By combining your design and your SEO in order to make pages that appeal to both Google and your users will without doubt deliver success.

	




	
		There are so many areas that are vital for business delivery however, online visibility is not generally considered. Earlier this week I was reading an article on Econsultancy about a once high-flying startup that has had to lay off 80% of its employees and its survival is therefore in doubt.

You may think this was due to a flawed business plan or a lack of sales however, it was actually because of a rebrand and domain name change that was not properly instigated and therefore the majority of Googles search traffic disappeared overnight!

As detailed by BetaKit some six months ago, the logo and brand identity platform Looka changed its name from LogoJoy as it embarked on an expansion beyond its AI-driven logo service. Dawson Whitfield, Looka’s co-founder and CEO, told BetaKit that his company anticipated a 20 to 30% drop in organic traffic as a result of the domain switch from logojoy.com to looka.com, with a three to six month recovery period.

Instead, Whitfield revealed that the company saw its organic traffic drop by a whopping 80%, a huge problem given that organic traffic had accounted for half of the company’s revenue.

“But even still, if it we recovered by the new year it would still be okay and we would make it through that,” Whitfield explained. “But essentially, it recently became very clear that we were not going to recover by the new year.” That prompted the company to start laying off employees.

What happened?

Looka, which has raised millions of dollars in funding, is hardly the first company to rebrand and change its domain name. Google even provides a change of address tool and guidance on how to complete the process. For instance, it advises that companies implement 301 redirects and refrain from making major changes to their site architecture, warning that “if you combine a site move with a redesign of the site’s content and URL structure in the new location, you will probably see some traffic loss as Google might need to relearn and reassess the individual pages.”

The fact that best practices for changing domains are well-established and many companies have completed the process without such disastrous results has caused many observers to question where Looka went wrong. Possibilities floated include:

	Looka violated Google’s advice about site architecture
	It removed or changed the URLs of pages associated with content marketing campaigns that were responsible for much of its organic traffic
	The change of the domain from logojoy.com, which contains the keyword “logo”, resulted in the company’s ranking for “logo”-related searches dropping
	The new content on the Looka site related to its expansion of services somehow caused a drop in its Google rankings
	In highly-competitive markets, the Google hit can be much higher and the time-to-recover much longer than widely believed


Beyond SEO, some argued that the name LogoJoy was superior to Looka and pointed out that on the Looka website, there is no information informing existing customers of a name change, such as a banner stating “LogoJoy is now Looka.” Looka is however, running Google ads against LogoJoy brand terms in an apparent attempt to ensure that all of its customers can easily find it under its new name.

At the end of the day, it appears that Looka itself is not sure why its rebrand caused so much pain, which offers a cautionary tale to other businesses contemplating a similar rebrand. A few key takeaways:

It is never possible to predict how such a rebrand will affect a company’s search presence. No two rebrands are ever the same and Google is constantly changing as well. What others have reported in the past when changing their domain names might or might not reflect what another company is likely to experience. Knowing this, businesses are wise to consider more extreme worst case scenarios.

It makes sense to take rebrands one step at a time. Part of the problem in determining what likely went wrong for Looka is that its rebrand was quite expansive. It didn’t just change its name; it expanded its service offering and made changes reflecting that on its website at the same time. If Looka had changed its name first and observed the effects of that first, it would have made it easier for the company to isolate the source of its woes and formulate a response.

It’s worth considering whether a rebrand is a good idea in the first place. The number of online comments expressing the opinion that LogoJoy is a better name than Looka is a reminder that sometimes rebranding, however well-intentioned, can be counterproductive. At a minimum, companies should put their rebranding plans to the test using tools such as surveys and focus groups.

What do we learn from this article?

Many companies throughout their life will rebrand or even simply change their website for a new company look and feel. When ever this is implemented then you must consider the potential brand visibility delivered by Google and plan accordingly. A detailed delivery plan well executed will reduce significantly the upheaval felt by such an exorcise.

If you would like to discuss any rebranding or website re design then please do speak to us here at Pure Digital and we can deliver a plan to ensure any disruption is mitigated completely.

	




	
		A few days ago Google released information on their new search algorithm update that they have called BERT. The idea is to better understand natural language in order to make search results far more intuitive in their replies.

Google have said that BERT will impact 1 in 10 of all search queries and is the biggest change in search since they released RankBrain almost five years ago.

The following article takes information delivered by Barry Schwartz of Search Engine Land in order to best explain what is important for you and importantly, how this will affect you.

BERT started to roll out at the beginning of last week and will be fully live shortly. They have detailed that it will initially be aimed at English language queries however, it will be expanded to other languages in the future. They have also said that it will be globally used with ‘featured snippets’ in all languages.

BERT is Googles neural network-based technique for natural language processing (NLP) pre-training and stands for Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers. In short, BERT will help computers understand language like humans.

Google has said that BERT will help better understand the context of words within a user’s search and therefore will enable them to match those queries with more relevant results. It will also be used for featured snippets.

An example that Google used was if the search query was “2019 brazil traveller to usa need a visa,” the word “to” and its relationship to the other words in this query are important for understanding the meaning. Previously, Google wouldn’t understand the importance of this connection and would return results about U.S. citizens traveling to Brazil. With BERT, Search is able to understand this nuance and know that the common word “to” actually matters and that they can provide a far more relevant result for this query.

With Featured Snippets, an example provided by Google highlighted a more relevant featured snippet being returned for the query “Parking on a hill with no curb”. In the past, a query like this would confuse Google’s system as they placed too much importance on the word “curb” and ignored the word “no”. This meant they did not effectively understand how critical that word was to appropriately responding to this query. Therefore, they would return results for parking on a hill with a curb.”

Googles first method for understanding queries using artificial intelligence was called RankBrain and was released in 2015. It looked at both queries and the content of web pages in Google’s index to better understand what the meaning of each word was. BERT does not replace RankBrain, it is an additional method for understanding these content and queries. It is therefore added to Google’s ranking system.

RankBrain can and will still be used for some queries. But when Google thinks a query can be better understood with the help of BERT, Google will use that method. In fact, a single query can use multiple methods for understanding any query.

Google has always said that there are many ways it understands what the language within a search query means and importantly, how it relates this to content delivered on the Internet. BERT is simply another signal in order to better understand this language.

One important question that web managers could ask is ‘how can I optimise for BERT?’ The simple answer here is you cant – specifically! What you should be doing is delivering content for users as this is where Google is now driving its algorithm. This is Googles best effort to understand a searchers query and to therefore match this to a relevant result.

The question could be posed ‘why do we care?’ Well, do not forget that Google themselves have said this change represents one of the biggest leaps forward in five years of search. They have also said that some 10% of all queries will been impacted by this update.

It is therefore recommended that you check to see if your search traffic changes sometime in the next week as this will highlight how much your site is impacted by this change.

If you would like Pure Digital to analyse this for you then simply ask and we will be happy to look deeper for you.

	




	
		We all know that search optimisation or SEO as it is usually called is the art of gaining positions within search listings with the hope of increasing traffic thus enabling you to sell more of your products or services. There are many techniques that enable a website to appear higher in search listings for keywords or keyword phrases. Although a complicated process, the idea and strategy behind this service is not as complicated as some companies may make you think.

Do not forget, search engines act as the middleman between your site and a potential customer so, you have to feed it the information it’s looking for.  As Google carries some 85% of all searches on the Internet then we usually focus specifically on this search engine giant but, by making your website search friendly then ultimately you are answering to all requirements.

Google’s algorithm looks at many distinct ranking factors, but only some of them have ever been revealed. Others can be judged to exist based on strong, trial-and-error evidence.

The following article therefore looks at a few areas that are vital to deliver this increase in search popularity.

Quality Content 

This of course is one of the most obvious factors in increasing your site’s visibility. Creating quality unique content based on a particular theme to support your websites keyword focus is vital. It’s something that’s often overlooked by web managers as they tend to focus primarily on the technical aspects of SEO and forget about user experience. Google cares deeply about quality content and so you should too.

Do not forget that linking someone to information that properly answers their search query is the whole purpose of a search engine, and Google’s algorithm updates have always developed in order to understand this goal.

So, how do you write this content? Keywords are important, but you don’t want to overuse them. Such “keyword stuffing” tactics used to be effective, but Google has since cracked down on this. You need to take a holistic view of your website. A good way to utilise keywords is to only use them when they fit into the text naturally, in certain strategic places like HTML headers and page URLs.

Quality content underpins your rankings and is important with many areas of search optimisation. If people find your page valuable then they will link it to their friends, Google will take note of this incoming link.

Properly Format Your Website 

One thing Google is always looking for is a website that is user friendly so, you will want your website to be easy to navigate for any potential visitors. When it comes to ecommerce this can be used to optimise your sales funnel, but a good user experience is also really important.

Having a website that’s intuitive and easy to read will increase the amount of people that stay. If you also have helpful content, rather than an unorganised mess of text, then this will encourage more visitors!

Having a clear link structure that links naturally from one page of your site to the next not only increases user experience, but also enables search engines to index the whole thing. Dead links will be penalised, so make sure any are removed.

Optimise Your HTML

When it comes to the code your site is written in there are certain important steps to take. Using keywords strategically in your HTML elements is much more important than using it many times in the text of your website – this is your chance to describe the content of your site both to visitors and search engine crawlers alike.

Having keywords in your header tags is one of the most basic SEO approaches. Google actually rates keywords here more heavily, so be sure to include them. Your websites H1 is more important than its H2, and so on. You should still use H2, H3, etc. to organise your site and make it more legible to the person visiting it. Additionally, you can put keywords in the title tags that follow the header tags.

HTML enables you to change each URL on your site, and here is another excellent opportunity to use keywords. Many sites will just index their pages with numbers instead of keywords describing what they are about.

Make Sure Your Pages Load Quickly 

People searching the web want to find what they’re looking for quickly and easily, if they don’t then they will leave. This means there is a correlation between the speed of your site and the number of conversions you get. To make things even worse, Google’s algorithm views both slow loading times and a high bounce rate negatively, meaning that slow load times will have a poor impact on your site’s rankings.

There are many ways to make sure your pages load quickly. One of the most overlooked factors is image size. It’s great to have images on your page, but if the file sizes are unnecessarily large they will make it slower to load. There are many free tools that will compress the size of images without reducing their quality, so download one and start using it.

Another way to decrease load times is to enable browser caching. Browser caching simply places HTML documents, CSS files, etc. into temporary storage when someone visits your site so that when they return, these files can be quickly recalled, they don’t have to reload a second time.

Enabling GZIP compression will compress the size of files on your page, making it load much faster. Additionally, you can take steps to minimise HTTP requests for example, combining CSS and HTML files.

Optimise Your Page for Mobile 

There are many more searches completed today using mobile devices rather than desktops, and in response to this Google has adopted mobile-first indexing. This means making sure your site is easily accessible to a person using a smartphone is vital to its success.

It’s best to segment your on site content in short paragraphs of two to three sentences when optimising for mobile. Keep in mind that people accessing your site through a mobile device will most likely want short, concise answers to their questions, and if the text looks like a novel they’ll be less likely to read it.

The best way to optimise your site for mobile is to use a responsive design. A responsive design automatically optimises the layout of your website to the screen of whatever device is being used to access it. This means you only have one website to manage – if you post an update from a desktop, it will also be displayed correctly on mobile. Responsive sites will load faster on mobile; page loading time is particularly important for mobile pages, and Google uses it as a separate ranking factor from desktop loading speed.

Build Links 

This has always been one of the most important aspects of SEO. Simply put the more high-quality sites that link to your website, the more reliable your site will appear and the higher it will rank in search engines.

Many people used to try to cheat the system by entering link networks to artificially increase the number of inbound links, but Google will now penalise this. So how do you build links?

The most best way is to create quality content. Links will come naturally if your content is valued within your particular niche. However, you can also make guest posts on respected sites within your field. This will also have the added benefit of increasing your visibility.

In addition to having relevant sites link to you, it’s also a good idea to link to high authority sites from your own page. This increases your trustworthiness in the eyes of Google and gives it more of a solid idea as to the topic of your website.

Get an SSL Certificate 

Internet security and the protection of user data is a hot topic. HTTPS ensures that users’ information is transmitted securely, and it is believed that Google sees that as a sign of the trustworthiness of your site. SSL certificates are free, so there’s no reason not to get one. Having the padlock next to your URL means people will view your site as secure and want to stay.

Use Images 

Diversifying content on your page is important. Images spice up articles – a wall of text without an accompanying image can look boring. It’s not enough to just include these images, they too must be optimised for search.

Like all things SEO, you can have too much of a good thing. Use images in moderation and where they’re relevant – too many images can distract from the written content you want the person to read.

Have a Social Media Presence 

Having a presence on social media is important for any type of business if you want to drive traffic to it. Do not forget, people by from people and therefore if your associate posts something then you are more likely to buy too! We must also remember that certain demographics will spend more time on one site than the other. For example, generation Z uses Instagram much more often than Facebook. If you’re advertising a photography business, your presence on Instagram is more important than your presence on Facebook.

Summery 

Overall, most SEO tactics are really ‘common sense’ but sometimes these are overlooked. The tips above are some of the most important to ensure your site ranks well in 2020, but patience is an important factor as well. Overall, produce valuable content that your readers like and ensure your site is set up correctly. If you make sure of this then Google will like you, but so will your audience.

	




	
		We often hear people that work within the search world talk of the many updates incorporated into search algorithms every month, that ultimately have the potential to affect a website’s search position.

These updates do not always deliver a negative result – the idea is for search companies to be constantly improving what they look for in order to deliver a positive return to their visitors. It is important that we, as website owners, understand these updates and consistently manage our websites to adhere to as many of these updates as possible.

If your website has been managed with search compliancy at the front of your mind, then you are far more likely to see a positive return. One thing that is interesting however, is the sheer number of these highlights that are implemented throughout one month.

With this in mind, I wanted to highlight the updates that were recorded last month and the general area they were trying to manage. By understanding what to look for in each update when an update is delivered, we can continually enhance the way that our websites are delivering their information thus ensuring we are all as search compliant as possible.

The following points detail the reported Google Algorithm updates for September 2019;

	4th September– There have been quality inspired updates delivered. Some websites have seen a small increase and this could be related to the link update detailed from the week before.
	5th September – It is possible that the leased sub domain update went live on this day. Sites that leased subdomains from authoritative sites, such as coupon subdomains, may have noticed significant traffic drops because of this update.
	9th and 13thSeptember – This was a minor core update, to do with Google’s assessment of trust. There is a strong possibility that both updates have a link component included.
	17th September – There appears to have been a quality tweak to the Google Algorithm as it seems as though some sites are seeing recovery after being negatively affected by the 3rd June core update. There could therefore be a link component to this update.
	24th – 30th September – Google announced that a core update commenced roll out on this date. Danny Sullivan advised people to read Googles blog post containing information on EAT (expertise, authoritativeness and trustworthiness). It was thought that Google relaxed their interpretation of which type of content contradicts scientific consensus and this therefore positively affected some content items.


This list shows the sheer number of updates delivered each and every month and, more importantly, it highlights the importance of constantly updating your web portfolio to answer to what Google is looking for.

We all understand that methodical and constant updates will deliver the potential for an increased search performance, and this calls attention to the fact that it’s no good expecting our website to deliver these positions without a dedicated campaign being implemented.

This becomes even more important when you consider the vast number of visitors that search delivers to a website. A recent report shows that well over 50% of your web traffic will be delivered by search engines and that fact alone makes this information all the more important to you as owners of a website.

One final point, the GoogleBot that spiders the web for information and then returns this to Google is being re-named to Dynamic User Agent!!

If you would like to analyse how your website has answered these updates, then simply get in touch with us and we will provide a full site analysis as quickly as possible.

 

	




	
		We are often asked how effective search is in delivering traffic to a website. Many website owners now believe that organic search optimisation or SEO is not really worth its time but research would without doubt suggest differently.

A recent study completed by BrightEdge in May 2019 showed that organic and paid search were responsible for more than 70% of revenue for B2B organisations. The study showed that search campaigns deliver far more traffic to websites than all other traffic sources. This includes Social and display advertising. The analysis showed that both paid and organic search are responsible for 68% of all trackable website traffic.

When this percentage is broken down then 53% of that traffic is delivered by organic search and 15% is delivered by paid. What was also interesting is that the percentage delivered by organic search has infact increased over recent years.

In 2014, when this research was first implemented then organic search accounted for 51% of traffic interestingly, this has increased over recent years. BrighterEdge detailed that this data was generated from thousands of domains and tens of billions of sessions however, the company excluded direct traffic from its study.

The report details traffic data by key verticals. For instance, B2B sites received an even larger number than more general traffic distribution. More than 75% of B2B traffic originates from organic and paid search.

For the retail related vertical distribution of traffic between organic search, paid and “other” was more evenly distributed, with other and paid each responsible for 23% of visits, while organic search delivered 41%. The hospitality industry was similar to this, but with some 31% of traffic coming from the other category.

Social has for some time seen an increase in web managers marketing spend however, the report shows that since 2014 traffic generated by social media remained fairly flat at 5%. The only category that bucked this trend was the media and entertainment sector that actually sore traffic of more than 8%.

What’s interesting about this is that the report shows that over 72% of traffic related revenue is generated by search whereas on average less than 1% is generated by social activity

Of course there will be many web marketers that dispute this report. Lets assume however, that the methodology BrighterEdge have utilised is sound therefore the numbers reported show the continued importance of search exposure for any business related website. We could go one step further and say that despite the many algorythmic updates implemented over the last few years organic search is imperitive for any business that is utilising the Internet as a way of generating sales and income.

	




	
		Do you lead an ambitious, new business or start-up company that needs an individually designed bespoke optimisation programme to maximise your online presence?

How do you find the answer that enables you to be competitive early enough to generate a level of business but easy enough to manage without needing the head count of a small army?

Pure Digital have delivered exactly this to both established and new start businesses for many years therefore answering the challenge of dealing with the ongoing admin burden of understanding effective optimisation whilst enabling the updating of your online portfolio in a way that is Google compliant and scalable.

All of this in a way that will build a search friendly environment that delivers conversion from traffic to customer and importantly, that enables any business to grow with the advantage of Google visibility. Something that most businesses can only dream of. Don’t forget, on top of all of this red tape then you have the added cost of web and system development that is usually prohibitive to any struggling business. Again, the Pure Digital system understands these expensive items and therefore deliver in a truly cost effective and easy in easy out contractual relationship.

If you have the advantage of a bespoke system that is being delivered by experts with years of experience and that enables you to be out in the field where you can actually make revenue rather than simply sit at a desk to manage your online portfolio, then you are already in front of your competition. If this is all delivered in a way that is targeted and joined up whilst being cost effective, then this advantage is increased tenfold – build your traffic delivering opportunities – a win win scenario!

For a small or early stage company that is time-poor, the Pure Digital system is easy to use and can be up and running in a matter of days. You can also be assured that your site is search engine friendly and optimised in a way that answers the Google requirements. With all information delivered and managed by us then your involvement can be as much or as little as you feel comfortable with, there is just one contract required which means one affordable monthly payment that can be paid by Standing order or monthly direct bank draft payment. Easy and affordable – words that are not usually utilised in this day and age.

It’s a complete client attraction and placement engine that provides entrepreneurial start-ups and growing SMEs instant credibility with online traffic looking for your services so you can finally look professional and perform to the best of your ability. Growth is all but guaranteed for ambitious players in this exciting market, who want to scale beyond a head count of 10, this is the system and support you have been looking for.

To discuss our exciting system them simply call or email now and we will show you the ideal way forward – the Pure Digital way!

	




	
		It is now the other side of the summer holiday period and so many organisations are thinking about how they increase their search capability to maximise the trading period leading up to Christmas.

It makes sense to try and expand all possibilities in improving the levels of income and lets face it, with Brexit around the corner and this uncertain mess we all seem to be in then by maximising any possible income route can only help.

Lets first try and understand where we currently are and if there is indeed a need to improve. This is heavily dependent on the industry and searches completed by users however, it dos make sense to first use Google the way you believe a user would search.

Are you visible for your own brand? I should hope so but to be honest, this does not mean you have a good search profile. The idea is to look for the services or products you sell. These are the ideal areas to deliver traffic but these can also be the hardest to gain visibility for.

One of the difficulties here is to first understand what those terms are that your users may use. One thing you can use here is Google Trends. Put in phrases or keywords that matter to your business and see the historical performance over the years. You can get the same idea through Google Keyword Planner.

Both of these may well inform you in order to maximise your visibility. Don’t forget, its not what you think that matters, its what those potential customers consider are the terms they are looking for that will deliver results.

If you are in a B2B industry then one piece of insight which could be useful is that there tends to be spikes around November / December and February / March when potential customers might be wanting to use up some of that leftover annual budget at the end of their calendar or financial year. It can be extremely lucrative if you can tap into that!

Problem is, you need to be visible in the area they are looking in order to take advantage of this potential.

This is where search optimisation really comes into its own. By maximising your online presence across all formats then you really do obtain the potential of reaching this traffic that could make a serious difference to your yearly income.

Most optimisation companies will provide an initial analysis free of charge (and there’s not much that’s free of charge these days!) and this will often provide a good second opinion on the effectiveness of your online presence.

Now is the time to make the most of this so, have a little look online and see how you show up for these key search phrases and then see if your site is delivering on them. If not, then now is the time to get that sorted.

	




	
		A few days ago I was sent an article that looked at the Google map pack and how many people actually click on this. The Google map pack usually resides at the top of a Google search listing.

Of course this is useful to understand and as this information is not usually available the company did it themselves. The following article is therefore an exert from Found Agency and the results they received from their analysis.

The first thing needed was to find some data to use. Accounts that had data on this tended to be ones where a physical location was particularly relevant, such as retail sites with physical stores, or the hospitality industry. This suggests there is a potential bias here. Putting that aside, it was discovered that one could easily find a number of accounts with search terms, impressions and clicks that could be used to estimate the click through rate. By the time this was finished, these accounts totalled over 3.6 million impressions in the last 12 months.

Search terms, impressions and clicks were downloaded for each company across mobile and desktop, which were then divided into brand and non-brand search terms. By finding all the variations of the client’s name, including an impressive number and array of misspellings, it was relatively easy to classify any term containing these phrases as brand terms. The click through rates for each client were calculated and averaged, totaling the average click through rates for each category.

HERE ARE THE RESULTS:

[image: ]

[image: ]

So, what does this mean?

Firstly, when it comes to map packs, the click through rate is dramatically higher on mobile than it is on desktop. This makes sense as people may be more likely to look for a location while on the go, and thus not near their desktop. Additionally, when searching for a location-based term on the phone, the map pack is the first item to appear within search results. However, when attempting the same search on desktop, the map pack appears under the main site – so it may be possible that users are simply looking for the quickest way to access the site.

Another interesting thing to note is that while on desktop brand terms have a higher click through rate, the opposite is true of mobile. In the case of desktop, brand terms may be more relevant as a person could be using this to find a specific location where they need to go before leaving their current location, which would likely favour a brand term with a specific location in mind.

Comparatively, mobile users may be making more impulsive decisions without a specific location in mind. The thought process here is as follows; if a person is already moving around and decides to search for something, this is less likely to be something they have been actively planning for a long time or they might have planned in advance and thus potentially have not thought far enough ahead to have a specific brand in mind. For example, if I get hungry while walking around, I probably haven’t had to time to decide that I specifically want Wagamamas. Most likely I want to find what food or, more specifically, what Japanese food is nearby.

The theory behind the reason why searches for brand on mobile are less likely to result in a click through to a website is because the user is already familiar with that brand, and Google is providing them all the information they need to find the location without clicking beyond the map pack, so the click out happens less often and therefore the CTR for the brand search is lower. This all sounds logical but, any explanation given for this is merely speculation.

I do think this analysis is worth understanding and therefore incorporating into our marketing plan moving forward. I will also keep my eyes peeled for future posts about the Knowledge graph and shopping adds!

 

Analysis completed by LILY DUNN GOEKJIAN – DATA SCIENTIST / Found.co.uk
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